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James C. Miller ID, a member of the President's Cabinet since 1985 as
director of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, has been
named as the principle speaker at the All-University Commencement
Convocation on Knoles Lawn on Friday, May 13 at 5:30 p.m.

Among the many race-related
issues that Dr. Harry Edwards ad
dressed last Thursday, one particular
issue arose which evolved into a
threat focused specifically on the
University of the Pacific and its ath
letic programs. Playing to an almost
full Long Theatre audience, sports
sociologist Edwards spoke of "de
stroying some athletic programs"
through a national black boycott of
UOP sports if racially discrimina
tory practices are uncovered sur
rounding the hiring of Bob Thomason, UOP's new basketball coach.
Edwards told his stunned audi
ence about two letters sent by Rudy
Washington, executive director of
the Black Coaches Association, and
Edwards himself. The letters asked
UOP President Bill Atchley and
Athletic Director Carl Miller for
"conscientious and serious consid
eration of black candidates," and
promised that if this was not the case,

The Kennedy connection

Since KUOP has featured extensive coverage of
the long secret Los Angeles Police Department files on
the Robert Kennedy assassination which were released
at the California Secretary of State's Archives Office in
Sacramento April 19, an explanation seems in order.
My interest in die case stems from an unplanned
involvement that began 13 years ago. I was living in
Hermosa Beach, near Los Angeles, when friends of my
duplex tenant came to our home seeking temporary
refuge.
Actor Paul Le Mat and investigative journalist
Jonn Christian both exuded genuine fear. They said
Los Angeles cops were after them because of evidence
Christian had, which indicated Senator Kennedy's
murder was the result of a conspiracy.
That puzzled me. Wasn'tRFK's 1968 death at Los
Angeles Ambassador Hotel, rightafter his victory in the
California primary, filmed by television news crews?
Weren't dozens of people surrounding both Kennedy
and Sirhan Sirhan, who was convicted as the leading
Democratic Presidential candidate's lone and unas
sisted assassin? With so many people there, how could
another gunman remain undetected?
As it turns out, the RFK assassination is a classic
example of things not being as simple as they first
appear.
For one thing, the shooting was not recorded on
film. Cameras started rolling only after Kennedy was
down.
For another, in retrospect it seems obvious that
eyewitnesses would focus on Sirhan since he shouted,
"Kennedy, you son of a bitch!" and then started firing.
If, as some conspiracy advocates say, a part time secu
rity guard subsequently drew his weapon and shot
Kennedy from the rear at close range, couldn 't that have
gone undetected while witnesses concentrated on
Sirhan?
Police also dismissed concerns about a girl in a
polka-dot dress who was reported fleeing the scene
shouting, "We shot him! We shot him!" -- the key word
being "we." LAPD files indicate the witness who got
the most publicity about that sighting, a "Youth for
Kennedy" volunteer then known as Sandra Serrano,
later recanted her story. But in an exclusive interview
first aired April 21 on KUOP, Sandra Serrano-Sewell
now married and running a child care center in Los
ngeles - told me police harassed her until she changed
jr story. "There was a lot of badgering, she said,
Iding that authorities had her spend two and a half
jurs alone in a room with 15 polka-dot dresses. I was
ist 20 years old, and I became unglued." (That story
as picked up by Associated Press, National Public
adio and other media nationwide.)
Serrano-Sewell says she saw the girl as the girl fled
le hotel after the shooting. In addition, the April 23
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Edwards cries racism at UOP
Editor-in-chief

Editor's note: JackThomaswasnamedKUOP'sdirec
tor of News Public Affairs last May. Continuing
coverage oftheRFK case can be heardduring the local
edition of "AllThingsConsidered" at 4 p.m. weekdays
on 91.3 FM. Although the book mentioned in his
articles isno longer available in stores, many libraries
have it - including UOP's.

across the nation

If you want a lilly-white program, you got one."

Patty Fellows

Guest Writer

1 Inside...

April 28, 1988

Miller to speak at
UOP Convocation

Jack Thomas
||UQP News Direc t pr

irtem

Sacramento Bee reported that,according to the recently
released files, "Dozens of pople interviewed said they
saw a white woman in her mid-twenties dressed in a
polka-dot dress who yelled "We killed him!"- as soon
as Sirhan fired his first shot.
Ballistics contradictions abound, too. Although
Los Angeles Coroner Thomas Noguchi concluded the
shots which hit Kennedy came from the rear at close
range, with the fatal bullet fired one to three inches from
Kennedy's ear, many of the 77 people present said
Sirhan wasmore then two feet from RFK ~ and shot him
from the front.
Much of this information was made public nearly
ten years ago when Christian and former FBI agent
William W. Turner's Random House book was pub
lished. Its telling title: The assassination of Robert F.
Kennedy — A Searching Look at the Conspiracy and
Cover-up, 1968-1978. Their research shows Noguchi
'was approached by an unnamed deputy DA who
solicited him to revise the distance 'from one to three
inches' to one to three feet." Noguchi refused.
That was during a grand jury probe. At Sirhan's
trial, the book says, the coroner's actual findings never
saw the light of day. The DA's questioning of the
coroner kept away from any conflict whatsoever with
their shaky account of the assassination, and Sirhan's
lawyer didn't help when he cut short Noguchi's an
swers, claiming it was not necessary for the coroner to
go into 'gory detail' about the nature and location of
RFK's various wounds."
Evelle Younger was the Los Angeles district attor
ney then. By the time of the book's publication, he had
become Attorney General for the State of California.
Christian, Turner, and other critics of official find
ings also accuse the current Attorney General John Van
De Kamp of being uncooperative. Van De Kamp was
the DA in Los Angeles during a follow-up investiga
tion by private citizens. According to the book, "CBS
correspondent Bill Stout plunked down on his desk a
set of FBI photographs... that showed extra bullet holes
in the [Ambassador Hotel's] pantry... Van De Kamp
assured Stout he would look into it and let him know.
Stout is still waiting." That was in 1976. Twelve years
later, Stout is still waiting.
The day after police files were released I tried to
reach Van De Kamp. He was not in, but his press
secretary, Duane Peterson, said his boss still stands by
the official LAPD conclusion that Sirhan acted alone,
adding: "There are people all over the world who have
their own little pet theories" about what actually hap

there would be "a price to be paid."
According to Edwards, neither he
nor Washington received any kind
of response to their letters.
Since the hiring decision was
made nearly four weeks ago, Ed
wards said a number of black appli
cants have been traced who did not
receive even an invitation to inter
view at UOP. In response, Edwards
and the Black Coaches Association
have called for a U.S. Justice Depart
ment investigation of UOP's hiring
policies, not only in athletics, but in
all other faculty hiring proceduresas
well. "I think it's a goddamn outrage
to have only one black faculty
member [at UOP]," he said.
Edwards promised that, should
racist hiring policies exist, they
would respond with a black boycott
of UOP sports such as basketball and
football, by tracking down black
UOP recruits and encouraging them
to go to school elsewhere. "If you
want a lilly-white program, you got
one," Edwards stated. "You think
you can win with all-white teams,
you go ahead."
According to Edwards, "UOP is
going right to the top of the 'whitelist' ... for running a racist athletic
program." He drew a parallel to a
similar situation at Oregon State,
whose athletic programs were also
the subject of a black boycott a
number of years ago. "They still
haven't recovered," Edwards said.
"We're very serious about this," he
added. "You think we're jiving? ...
Time will tell."
Although Edwards vehemently
promised to take action against the
racism found in athletic programs
today, he assured the audience that
"this is not a vindictive thing. We
don't want to scuttle around trashing
[athletic] programs ... We want to
solve problems."
And the problems Edwards
listed for his audience throughout
the evening were many. As Edwards
stated, "race is humanity's most ig
noble lie," for with the exception of
physical characteristics, racial affili
ation contains "no intrinsic determi

nation of cultural development,
physical achievement or academic
success."
Instead, Edwards asserts that
one's racial affiliation is a social and
political designation involving "pri
ority of access to scarce goods and
resources."
Edwards feels that rather than
being "black by popular demand," a
popular phrase seen on t-shirts to
day, blacks are "black by white
command."
"White people made the defini
tion," he said. "One drop of black
blood and you're black... but what if
it were turned around and blacks
made thedistinction? Then we'dtake
the shortest month of the year and
name it White History Month."
Edwards contends that, with the
exception of sex distinctions, race is
the most persistent element of social
stratification and institutionalized
discrimination. Through socializa
tion, people have come to accept and
defend the notion of black intellec
tual inferiority and primitiveness, he
said. With regard to employment
settings, the low expectations of
black capabilities among whites is
evidence of the "acceptance of a
system of occupational apartheid."
The result of this is what he refers to
as a "plantation system of occupa
tional arrangement" where whites
have a monopoly on high prestige
jobs and blacks are disproportion
ately forced into low prestige jobs.
Not only does Edwards feel
blacks are assumed to be incapable of
high status executive-level jobs,
while being superior in labor and
production roles, he sees that many
blacks have come to believe this
about themselves.
"We've been beat down, and
frustrated, and intimidated for so
long," he said, "that some blacks are
afraid to prepare themselves, they
don't think of themselves as general
managers ... they are afraid to de
mand the job."
Edwards continued by men
tioning those areas where blacks are
assumed to be racially superior, in

areas of sports, music and dance,
sexual conquest and physical prow
ess. According to Edwards, blacks
are seen in only four or five sports,
and receive scholarships for only
those few in which blacks are "immensly exploitable." He listed track
and field, because of the importance
of international success in the Olym
pic Games, and football and basket
ball, because of their revenue pro
duction potential.
Edwards said that blacks partici
pate in these sports, "not because
they are physically superior, but
because of a lack of alternatives ...
because there's nowhere else to go."
He sees a stifling of black role models
as only sports heroes.
"Too many blacks have limited
their job aspirations ... they have
succumbed to the idea of being 'real
istic'," he said. This idea "under
mines black achievement before it
gets on track... thus further insuring
the status quo."
Edwards quoted what he refers
to as the first principle of sports
sociology, that is that "sports reca-^
pitulates society." He sees this theory
working today in a system where
"overwhelmingly most sports are
lilly-white."
Blacks, he feels, are allowed to
play football and basketball in order
to produce the revenue which is
needed to finance white sports.
Nowhere is this more prevalent, he
feels, than in collegiate athletics.
"We're out there on the football field
taking all those hits," he said, "get
ting all those bruises and bumps so
that white boys and girls can play
golf and tennis."
Because Edwards contends that
"the plantation system survives and
is as sick as ever," he feels we must
create a more productive and less
destructive plan. The differences
between black players and white
front offices, he feels, have spawned
sports problems which will only
grow larger.
"In the next decade," Edwards
stated, "for all intents and purposes,
(see RACISM, page 7)

Spear-it shines at Asparagus Festival

pened.
Who would want to kill RFK? Official records
blame Sirhan's resentment of Kennedy s support for
Israel, since Sirhan was a native Arab. But fellow
Democrats Hubert Humphrey and Eugene McCarthy,
and Republican Richard Nixon also supported aid to
Israel, so there was no apparent reason to single Ken
nedy out.
...
Still, Sirhan says he acted alone, so how could he
have been part of a conspiracy? This is addressed in an
aspect of the Christian-Turner book that seems bizarre
but is confirmed by numerous circumstances. The
authors suggest that Sirhan was hypnotized and "pro
grammed" - not only to kill Kennedy, but to not recall
being hypno-programmed.
(see KENNEDY, page 14)
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Some of the over 60,000 people at the Third Annual Stockton Asparagus f estival at Oak Grove Regional Park
enjoyed the culinary delights of Asparagus Alley last Saturday and Sunday. Specialty dishes included deep fried
asparagus, asparagus bique, steamed asparagus, and asparagus and shrimp salad. University of the Pacific's Kids
College was a featured highlight of the two-day event.

In the news
LOCAL
I

THE CALLIOPE ... A literary magazine produced by
students, for students, will be celebrating its 1988 issue today
in the Philosophy Lodge. All are welcome to attend the
reception from 3-5 p.m. to meet the editors and contributors.
Distribution of this year's issue will begin today.
SPEAKER AT UOP ... Garth Boomer, chairman of
Australia's Commonwealth Schools Commission, will dis
cuss "Teachers as Researchers and the University's Role in
Teacher Education," on Tuesday, May 10, 4-5 p.m. in the
University of the Pacific Albright Auditorium.

MOTHER'S DAY... The Anderson Y Center at UOP will
hold its ever popular fifty-seventh Annual Strawberry
Brunch on Mother's Day, Sunday, May 8, at the Regent's
Dining Room patio in the center of campus. Mu Phi Epsilon
Professional Music Fraternity will provide music throughout
the morning. Tickets for the event are $5.50 for adults, $3.50
for students with ID and children under 12, and can be
purchased at the Anderson Y Center (corner of Pacific and
Knoles across from Burns Tower). For more information call
the Anderson Y Center at 946-2444.
WATER FEST ... The AU-American WaterFest '88,
Northern California's largest Fourth of July Celebration, will
be held in downtown Stockton on the Waterfront. The Cele
bration will be on July 3-4 from 11 a.m. until 10 p.m. A
spectacular fireworks display will be provided, and there will
be a slide show that will portray the history of Stockton/San
Joaquin County with a patriotic theme. Free admission to the
public! For booth applications or more information call
Kathy Post or Bob Carruesco at GAMUT Promotions &
Advertising, Inc. 943-7684.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY HOURS... Hours for the UOP
Main Library and the Science Library will be changed for the
summer sessions. During intersession, May 16 - June 10, the
hours for the Main Library will be:
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. (reference desk, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.), Friday,
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Saturday-Sunday, 1 - 5 p.m.
Hours for the two summer sessions, June 13 - August 19, are:
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. (reference desk, 8a.m.-5p.m.), Friday,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Saturday-Sunday, 1-5 p.m.
The third floor of the Main Library, which includes the Music
Library, will be open from 9 a.m. - 5p.m., Monday-Friday, and 1-5 p.m.,
Saturday-Sunday, during all summer sessions. The Holt Atherton Center
for Western Studies will be open from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.
From May 14 - July 31 the Science Library will be open MondayThursday, 8 a.m. - 10p.m., Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., and Sunday, 2-10 p.m.
Hours for August 1-22 are Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1988-89 EXECUTIVE BOARD ... The following indi
viduals have been named to these ASUOP positions: Aca
demic Affairs Director: Laura Gooler, Concerts Director:
Doug Murphy, EPOCH Yearbook Editor: Wendy Pryor,
Graphics Services Manager: Stephanie Myers, Grocery Store
Manager: Danielle Young, Host Services Manager: Wendy
Remington, Loan Store Manager: Anne Swehla, Travel Serv
ices Manager: Adrianne Stewart, Speaker of the Senate:
Louise Ito.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CONDOM INFORMATION HOTLINE ...
Anyone in the United States can pick up a phone and dis
creetly dial the nine and one half minute recorded message on
the importance and proper use of condoms as protection
against sexually transmitted diseases (STD), including
AIDS. Available nationwide on a 24-hour basis, the call-in
number is 1-900-660-LIFE. AU caUs are charged $1.50 for the
first minute and $.35 for each additional minute. Net proceeds
from the hotline will be donated to the American Foundation
for AIDS Research.

. DUMPING MEESE ... An influential group of Ronald
Reagan's closest advisers and friends have concluded that
Attorney General Edwin Meese must go, and they are
pressing a strategy to force him to leave. The group is
convinced that ethical questions surrounding the attorney
general are threatening the political fortunes of
Republican candidates and disrupting the Justice Depart
ment.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ...From July
28 to August 19, Susquehanna University, at Selinsgrove,
PA, wiU offer an intensive program in Japanese language and
culture. Ninety hours of instruction will consist of five hours
of language class daily, taught by native Japanese instructors.
Students will earn four transferable semester hours of credit.
Contact Dr. Susan Johnson, Susquehanna University, Selins
grove, PA 17870, telephone (717) 374-0101 for application
forms and information. Applications are due by July 1,1988.

Who strives for peace?
"Sometimes I look around at
people in the [great] country of
America and I feel pity. Foreigners'
positive views of Americans dimin
ish daily, and the U.S. continues to
meddle in the affairs of the world."
This opinion is what recently
prompted John Swepston, student at
the University of the Pacific, to put
up posters in the McCaffrey Center
condemning thepresence of the U.S.
troops in Honduras. "Our country
does a ton of good, and matches that
with a ton of bad; it is irrational," said
Swepston.
Originally, Swepston's action
was not welcome, because according
to Jim Paull, director of the McCaf
frey University Center, in order for
posters to be displayed in the UC
complex, themain office must recog
nize the group that is doing the dis
playing. The policy states: "AI

printed publicity in the McCaffrey
Center must indicate a sponsoring
organization. This includes political
causes and religious statements."
"I was appalled by this," said
Swepston, and he investigated the
issue further. After looking at files,
Office Coordinator, Debbie Crane
suggested that Swepston re-activate
a group that existed about five years
ago called the Student Peace Coali
tion.
Swepston filled out the neces
sary forms and the group is now
alive. The group plans to obtain sig
natures within the remaining two
weeks of school for an initiative that
would require more federal support
for California's growing homeless
population. Swepston is in the proc
ess of finding out how to do this and
once everything is clear, posters will
(see PEACE, page 3)

Patrons to be recognized

The Third Annual Corporate
Patrons Recognition Luncheon will
be held in the University of the
Pacific's Regents Dining Room on
Thursday, April 28. Fourteen com
panies willbe honored for providing
scholarships to students atPacific for
the current 1987-88 academic year.
Dwayne McClendon, senior
vice president of PaineWebber, who
has served as chairman since the
Corporate Patrons organization was
founded, will receive a special recog
nition award. Philip Berolzheimer,
president of Duraflame and Califor
nia Cedar Products Company, will
replace McClendon as chairman for
the 1988-89 academic year.
In its first three years, the Corpo
rate Patrons program has raised in

excess of $50,000 in scholarship aid
to help support academically quali
fied students in need of financial
assistance to complete their studies.
Companies to be honored are:
The Bank of Stockton; Bechtel Cor
poration; Chas. H. Bloom Co., Inc.;
California Cedar Products Com
pany; Chevron USA, Inc.; Continen
tal Cablevision of California; Coo
pers and Lybrand; Corn Products;
Duraflame; The Grupe Company;
M.J. Hall and Company; J.C. Penney
Company; Stockton Savings and
Loan Association, and Union Plan
ning Mill.
Cost of the event is$6, and tick
ets are available by calling the UOP
Development Office at 946-2120.

Hewitt chosen as fellow
Dr. Gerald Hewitt, a professor of
political science and philosophy at
UOP, has been chosen as a Fellow in
the Institutes of European Studies
Faculty Development Seminar on
the "Warsaw Pact Nations in the Era
of Glasnost."
Hewitt will attend the seminar,
which begins on Sunday, May 29, at
the Institutes's Vienna Center. The
group will travel by train to Warsaw

and Krakow during the workshop.
The seminar is designed as a
workshop for scholars who have
some interest in contemporary Eastem Europe but are not necessarily
specialists in this area.
Fellows are chosen from a vari
ety of disciplines, including busi
ness, economics, history, language
and literature, political science, and
sociology.

Special Student Life
man leaving UOP
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tional Order of Omega Scholarship.
Allen, a founding member of Phi
Delta Theta and past president of
ASUOP, was one of twelve Order of
Omega members from across the
nation to receive a $500 scholarship
in recognition of their outstanding
membership in Order of Omega.
The Greek Scholarship Award
was then presented to Delta Delta
Delta sorority, recognizing the
chapter's distinctive achievements
in scholarship this academic year.
This is the third consecutive year that
Tri Delta has been the recipient of
this award. They are, again, the top
greek chapter in academic ranking,
with a fall 1987 semester GPA of
3.00.
The Greek Service Award was
presented to two greek houses, rec
ognizing both for their distinctive
achievements in community service
and their contributions to the better
ment of the University and to the
community.
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GngBoardman, director ot Special Student life Programs

Jennifer Paul
Staff Writer

"I feel like a senior again sit
ting and waiting to see what is
going to happen next," said Greg
Boardman, director of Special
Student Life Programs at Univer
sity of the Pacific.
Boardman, who has been at
UOP since August of 1980, is
leaving at the end of June to move
on to a different job. He said he is
looking for career advancement
in student affairs. Although at the
present time hedoes not have any
specific plans, he would like to
experience a big, metropolitan
city and work at a school where he
can be involved with and have an
impact on students.
"Life is a series of adven
tures, and it is time for me to move
on to a new adventure. I have a
feeling of sadness, but also of
excitement for what is in store in
the future," said Boardman.
Boardman has been instru
mental in starting and supporting
new programs on the campus. He
has helped to develop the Greek
Life Program, through both
Panhellenic and Inter-Fraternity
Council, and led them down a
stronger pathway on campus.

He has been involved in
improving the Greek relations
between sororities and fraterni
ties through meal swap programs
and retreats among fraternity
pledges. He has also played a
major role in developing a
Panhellenic Rush on campus and
facilitating the development of
Greek Week, Order of Omega,
and Greek Awards.
Besides his role in the Greek
system, Boardman has been in
volved with Disabled Student
Services, Parent Orientation,
Alcholic Beverage Policy Ad
ministration, Student Exiting/
Withdrawal Process, Honor and
Professional Societies, the Daily
Events Calendar, and Student
Handbook Publication.
Reflecting on his years at
UOP, Boardman says, "All my
experiences, no matter how bad or
good they seemed at the time,
have been positive as far as my
personal and professional devel
opment go. I have grown and
changed in the last eight years.
Working with the faculty, staff
and students has been very re
warding. I owe a lot to UOP."
At the present time there is a
search committee looking for a
replacement for Boardman.

Alpha Kappa Phi Archania, one
of the recipients, has a community
service history which includes a 72
hour teeter-totter marathon, raising
$4,000 for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, and a relay run to San
Jose for the UOP/San Jose State
football game, benefitting the
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Greeks honored for service and scholarship
Many individuals, as well as
groups, were honored last Wednes
day night-at the sixth annual Greek
Awards Ceremony, sponsored by the
Division of StudentLife, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council
and Order of Omega.
The first of two awards, pre
sented by Jennifer Hall, past presi
dent of Panhellenic Council and
Jerry Hunt, president of Interfraternity Council, were the awards of
merit. The recipients of this award
were Alpha Chi Omega for their
Eating Disorders Education Pro
gram, and Kappa Alpha Theta, for
their presentation on AIDS educa
tion.
Sharon Reese, president of the
greek honor society Order of Omega,
was on hand to announce the seven
new initiates chosen to join the soci
ety.
A current member of Order of
Omega, Norman Allen, was then
honored for recently earning a Na

in

Photographers and writers are able to receive units for
their work.
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Swim-a-thon helps kids "Just Say NO"
Christina Barnes
$ flews Editor

Residents of Stockton can help
"Just Say No" to drugs by participat
ing in a swim-a-thon at the UOP pool
this Saturday, April 30, from 9 to 11
a.m.
This event has been organized
by First Interstate Bank's Pacific
Avenue Branch and UOP's aquatics
department to help in the fight
against drugs. Proceeds from the
event will go to the Commodore
Stockton Skills School "Just Say
No" club.

Commodore is a public elemen
tary school (kindergarten to eighth
grade) which is a "back to basics
school" and draws kids from all over
the district, according to Michelle
Cuslidge, chairman of the Recogni
tions Fund.
Eighty-five of the students from
the sixth through eighth grades have
participated as members of the "Just
Say No" Club which began in Janu
ary. Recently theclub won a National
Drug Free School Recognition
Award. Only 30 schools in the nation
were honored with this award, in
cluding threeelementary schools (of

Commencement '88

Friday May 13 marks the University of the Pacific's commencement
for 1988. On this day, an evening convocation program will be held at
5:30 p.m. The program will bring together all graduates from the nine
schools
and colleges located on the Stockton campus. Family, friends and
%nii.
"*n mcaj
I r
the general public are welcome to attend the Friday evening program.
dgc M
The speaker at this event will be James C. Miller III, director of the
Office of Management and the Budget in Washington, D.C. Miller served
•
» £ & <
as chairman of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission from 1981 until his
appointment to the Cabinet by President Reagan in 1985.
A second feature of the program will be the awarding of AllUniversity Honors. These will includeall Honorary Degrees, the Order of
A warts, ^
| Pacific, and the Distinguished Faculty Awards. The outstanding students
Be
from each of the academic units will be honored at this ceremony.
Students will be informed where to assemble with the faculty from
their academic unit at 4:45 p.m. All persons attending the program are
°"«ntatiotL invited to a reception at the President's Home following the program.
hoh
vcra«e PoUcyM
Commencement Schedule -1988
n'\tmK)0' Studew Exiting/
•Jxlraw.1 Procew, Honors
Sunday, May 8
'fcttional Societies, the Daily
cnu Calendar, and Student
10:00 a.m.
Ecumenical Baccalaureate
Morris Chapel
ndhook Publicatioo.
Wednesday, May 11
Reflecting
his years at
)P. Ikwdmso says, "All my 4:30-6 p.m. President's Reception for Graduates
Garden of the
;wrtonces, no mauer how bador
President's Home
t*l ihcy waned at the time,
Friday, May 13
re beer positive as far as my
5:30 p.m.
All-University Commencement
Knoles Lawn
'tonal and professionaldevelconvocation
mcnl go. 1 have grown and
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mged in the last eight years,
irking with the faculty, staff
I student* has been very re 8:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
nting. 1 owe a lot to UOP."
5:30 p.m.
At the present time there isa
mh committee looking fa a 7:30 p.m.
iLwemcnt for Boardman.
8:30 a.m.

hip

11:00 a.m.

Ited Way.
The second service
tent was Ph. DcltaOji.1"
n of activities including H*

[ingofhypc**60®00
- of blood pressure sci
ickton, sponjortaf •

2:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 14
College'of the Pacific
School of Education
School of Engineering
Conservatory of Music

Knoles Lawn
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Knoles Lawn
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

Sunday, May 15
Knoles Lawn
School of Business and Public
Administration
Knoles Lawn
School of Pharmacy and Department
of Physical Therapy
Raymond Great Hall
University College
Saturday, May 21

1:00 p.m.

Arco Arena, Sacramento

McGeorge School of Law
Sunday, June 19

noon

(,R

School of Dentistry

ijjjri

st»nUtion of pap^

Masonic Auditorium
San Francisco

which Commodore was one), said
Cuslidge.
Saturday's event is the first
swim-a-thon organized for the fight
against drugs. Through the event,
Cuslidge says the club hopes "to get
other schools interested so they can
start "Just Say No' Clubs and net
work across the country."
Cuslidge said the students have
been very active in the Club. "We try
to give them ownership in the activi
ties so they'll take pride in it... so
they'11 participate in them,and won' t
go out and take drugs themselves,"
she said.
The "Just Say No" Club mem
bers have also participated in car
washes, tours, sat in on court sessions
of drug busts, and are helping with
the red-ribbon "Just Say No" activi

Phi Kappa Phi honors
new members
Dana Hazard
Staff Writer

"Phi Kappa Phi's primary pur
pose is to recognize academic excel
lence. It is the only campus honor
society that's primary qualification
for admission is academic excel
lence," said Judy Chambers, vice
president of Phi Kappa Phi.
By recognizing and honoring
students of good character who have
excelled in scholarship, in whatever
field, Phi Kappa Phi hopes to stimu
late other students to strive for excel
lence.
Faculty members and alumni
who have achieved scholarly dis
tinction may be elected to member
ship in limited numbers.
An occasional honorary or dis
tinguished member may be elected
by a chapter, with the approval of the
Board of Directors.
On April 21, several University
of the Pacific Students were initiated
into Pacific's chapter Of Phi Kappa
Phi. These students are as follows:
College of the Pacific: Juniors Allison Bucher, Mark Kriskovich,
Chris T. Norris; Seniors - Kelly
Alexander, Norman Allen, Earl T.
Barr, Ladonna Colton, Lynn Emerick, Ulrika Gamboa, Tracy Hardin,
Patrick Hoyman, Jennifer Ann
Hunn, Paula J. McDermott, Robert
A. Maddock, Sarah L. Marconi,
Douglas Pang, Douglas Perlich,
Janine Redwine, Derek Rogers,
Stephanie Saunders, Anne Siegel,
Laura Stasenko, Taryn Gae Stiers,
Renwick Thompson, Randy Tudor,
Verna M. Wright, George Ziegler,
GregVigna; Conservatoryof Music:
Juniors - R. Courtney Johnson,
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be displayed, providing more infor
mation.
Another of Swepston's goals is
to find a student that will be at UOP
next semester who will be interested
in keeping the group alive, because
he will be spending next year in
Cairo, Egypt. If he cannot find an
interested student"the group will die
out," S wepston said, and "this would
be a bummer," he concluded.
Swepston said he challenges
students who want to make a dent in
theproblems of theearth, state,coun
try, and the environment to contact
him at South/West 103.

SPIKE SAYS:

You've spent a lot of Money and Time planning for your future.
Now is the time to begin building your estate, insuring your financial
stability and establishing yourself as a credit worthy aduit.
Insurance related investments
provide:
- An opportunity to build a significant estate, for the lowest
possible cost.
- Investments with cash and loan values.
- The security of growing financial stability,
and - Many other benefits! -

Now Is the best time to learn about these opportunities, while you are
young and In good health.

MAGUIRE & ASSOCIAJ^S
1341 Robinhhod Dr.
Stockton, CA 95211
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President of the Pacific Ocean
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ties in October.
As a result of the Recognition
Award, the United States Depart
ment of Education will be visiting
the school. The Department is trying
to make a model drug-free program
for schools across the nation, accord
ing to Cuslidge.
On May 12, representatives of
the club (including Principle Nancy
Mettler, a parent, a student, and a
community member) will be meeting
with President and Mrs. Reagan in
Washington and will participate in
several panel discussions.
"We have to fund the whole trip
ourselves," said Cuslidge, and added
that they are looking for funds.
Anyone interested in donating can
call Mettler at 944-9326.

O 214 Lincoln Center O
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Kristine R. Wehrle; Seniors - Rita
Litchfield, Janel Ohnemus; School
of
Business
and
Public
Administration: Juniors - Michael
Baldwin, Robyn Brown, Jennifer
Mercer, Nancy E. Rasenti, Jill M.
Sweeney; Seniors - Kari L. Bright,
Tyler Cannon, Deborah C. Engfer,
Rae Igarashi; School of Education:
Juniors - Maria Lozano, Margaret
Mills; Seniors - Cynthia Carlson,
Sharon Reese; School of Engineer
ing: Juniors - Dennis Colby, Quoc
Luu, Tuan Nguyen; Seniors - Ther
esa Gnade, Robert Huun, Carolyn
Kirin, Vivian Pui-Man Lee, Sean
McCully, Michael Yong; School of
International Studies: Juniors Mary Carpenter, Stacey Coito,
Audrey Schroeder; School of
Pharmacy: Juniors - Carol A. Cockrell, Tammi Donavan, Kam Lee,
Carrie Uehara; Seniors - Martha
Blaney, Paul Khasigian; Graduate
School: Doris Ann French, Shenheng Guan, Yong Ma; Faculty:
George Li Btjekbee, Madhukar <3.
Chaubal, DeannaFilippone, Donald
Wedegaertner.

Graduate student
appointed to NCTE
Cindy Lynn First, a doctoral
student in UOP's School of Educa
tion, has been appointed to a special
committee of the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE).
First is a special education
teacher in Reno, where she also
serves as a consultant to the Northern
Nevada Writing Project which trains
teachers to teach writing as a compre
hensive process. She is seeking her
Ed.D. in Special Education at UOP,
where she is also a graduate assistant.
The 35-member committee is
composed of college professors,
school district superintendents, au
thors, teachers and other educationinvolved individuals.
First will serve a three-year term
on the NCTE committee entitled
"Alternatives for Special Education
Instruction in English Language
Arts." The committee will study
patterns of school education pro
grams and the assumptions that
underlie them, and determine their
relevance to current knowledge in
English language arts instruction.
The committee will propose
ways of serving special education
students, including their placement
in regular classrooms, seek ways to
disseminate information about Eng
lish instruction for special education

students, and promote cooperation
between NCTE and other education
associations.
"With the push to have compe
tency tests to attain high school di
plomas, it is essential that education
teachers have the ability to teach
writing skills to their students,"says
First.
"And with the inclusion of
many special education students in
the regular classrooms, it's very
important that teachers are able to
address the writing needs of these
students. This committee will ad
dress both of these issues."
NCTE is a professional organi
zation for teachers and supervisors of
English at all levels of education. Its
aim is to improve the teaching of
English and the language arts in the
nation's schools and college.
In addition to conducting na
tional meetings and smaller confer
ences, NCTE publishes journals and
professional books on problems and
issues in the teaching of English. Its
task groups also carry out a wide
range of projects to enhance the
teaching of English.

All the seniors of the Pacifican staff
would like to say goodbye and
thanks!
A

Porras angers student
A brighter future?
As the University's first year under the leadership of
President Bill Atchley comes to a close, it seems appropriate
to step back and take a last look at Atchley's performance so
far, and what the future might hold for him and the University.
Although it is too early to make a concrete judgment as to
whether Atchley will be an effective president, the future
could hold brighter days than experienced in the past.
Atchley has made many decisions this year that have
upset students and faculty alike. His early attempts to change
graduation were a poor decision, since it was premature for
him to be changing traditions which he had not yet experi
enced. Yet he later realized his decision was wrong, could
admit that he had made a mistake, andchanged his mind - the
mark of a good leader.
Another decision which caused havoc throughout the
campus community was the announcement late in the fall
semester that tuition had to be paid by a specific date.
Atchley's goal was logical: to weed out or identify the people
who failed to pay tuition on time or avoided registering until
near the end of the semester, which deepened the current
operations deficit. However, the system at the Finance Center
was unorganized and created tension and frustration among
the students and staff of the University.
Yet Atchley had made a decision and was not going to
back down this time. He had arrived at the University faced
with the task of cleaning up the badfinancial record. He began
to take action immediately. He made many people angry with
his immediate involvement, yet administrators must make
decisions and pay the consequences.
President Stanley McCaffrey left a debt of $42.1 million
for Atchley to deal with. This debt had grown during the
McCaffrey years from $12.2 million. Both McCaffrey and
former President Robert Bums had a reputation as builders.
Many necessary buildings were constructed during their
time. Yet they seemed to have somewhat neglected the finan
cial situation as there was no money left for endowment and
the debt increased.
With McCaffrey we had a president who communicated
well with the community, and was well-respected personally.
Now, with Atchley, we have someone with better managerial
skills, although with fewer public relations skills. He is a man
who is making decisions and changes in the operation of the
University, but who has not been able to communicate well
with the University community. Yet, Atchley does have thef
appropriate background to lead the University more effec
tively than McCaffrey. Unlike McCaffrey, Atchley has an
earned doctoral degree (rather than an honorary degree), has
had experience in the classroom, and was previously the
president of a reputable university.
Atchley has qualifications to improve the University in
many areas and has already been working hard on its inside
operations. But, though he is solving problems, he must step
outside to work on his image and relations within the Univer
sity and community. With improved communication, the
turmoil of this year may subside.

Education bypassed?
Last Thursday the well-known sportsologist/sociologist
Dr. Harry Edwards spoke at UOP. His lecture focused on
racism in sports and its effects in the United States. Edwards
spoke frankly about sports at all levels, including at UOP. But
his lecture was a disappointment because Edwards spent most
of the evening speaking about issues directly related to sports
and very little time on the broader and more important issue
of how sports affects education.
Edwards focused on the main educational problem when
he pointed out that UOP is hurting itself and its students by
having a faculty which has only one African-American pro
fessor, and is male dominated. That is a valid point because a
racially and sexually mixed faculty can bring a much wider
and more open view of the world and its issues to the
University community. Unfortunately, Edwards did not
address the reasons and solutions for this lack of variance.
The number of African-American Ph.D.s in the U.S. has
dropped dramatically over the last eight years. Fewer AfricanAmericans are attending college. Historically the key to
social and economic mobility has been education, not athlet
ics, but there is a myth in the African-American community
that athletics is the only ticket up. In a recent magazine article,
Edwards pointed out that it is preposterous to assign the
aspirations of 30 million people to professional sports, which
ultimately employs only 2,000. If he and the African-Ameri
can community truly believe that statement, then the glorifi
cation of athletics should be stopped. Give the youth a new
and greater role model: education. African-American leaders
should be demanding that their youth obtain as much knowl
edge and education as they can from the school they attend,
and then not only graduate, but graduate with a degree they
are proud of and an intellectual base which gives them the
confidence to challenge social racism.
Racism abounds in the United States. Anyone who denies
that fact is lying to themselves. But, if it is to be abolished, it
must begin in the classroom, not on the playing field.

Recently, Patricia Krause was
selected to be the student commence
ment speaker at the upcoming COP
graduation ceremonies. She should
be congratulated, and I am sure she
will do a fine job. Luckily, we have
a commencement speaker who is
richly deserving of the honor. Un
fortunately, the selection process
was marred by scandal.
On January 25, 1988 COPA
President Antonio Porras received a
letter from COP Dean Roy Whiteker
that requested that COPA highly
publicize the event open to all eli
gible seniors. He emphasized the
importance of students nominating
themselves.
On March 2, when the speaker
was selected from only five nomi
nees, numerous seniors were still
uninformed. I spoke with Mr. Porras,
and he attempted to defend his fail
ure by citing two actions he took to
publicize the nominations. First, he
claimed that he sent "over 100
flyers" to the dorms. Second, he
claimed that he"sent an article to the

With a vast majority of seniors
living off-campus and in greek housing, one wonders how one million
flyers to the dorms would have been
effective. It is even unlikely, though,
that any seniors in the dorms were
notified because a survey of several
head residentsand resident assistants |
revealed that no one had heard of or j
seen those mysterious flyers. So the
publicity was left to Antonio's al
leged article in the Pacifican: an ar
ticle, like his flyers, which was nonexistent, the Pacifican had no record
of such an article.
At this point, Mr. Porras' ac
tions could be explained by his incompetence. However, it is obvious
that Antonio has been blatantly un
truthful, and his motives are just as
clear. Perhaps no one knows the
importance of the commencement
speaker quite as much as someone
who would conceal the process for
his own benefit, Antonio Porras,
commencement speaker nominee.

for our development department;
After many months of reading moving Career Planning and
numerous negative editorials writ Placement to a new home in An
ten by the Pacifican staff members derson Hall; relocating the Com
concerning the University or its munity Involvement Program to
administrators and after reading its current location in Bannister
many negative editorial articles by Hall; and the establishment of the
students, I believe it is time for a president's office on the ground
student to express a POSITIVE floor of Anderson Hall. All of
point of view. Last week's editorial these moves are included in the
entitled "Middle class blues" was $300,000 budget. The rumor of a
the final straw in prompting a re desk valued at over $20,000 is also
Dear Editor:
ply. I understand that hardly any of untrue. The budget for the
Some COP seniors have feigned
the editorials are meant to be de president's office itself is only
anger
at the way COPA publicized
meaning, but some are. All of us $24,800. This includes his actual
the
opening
of nominations for stu
know that it is much easier to say office and his assistant's office.
dent
commencement
speaker. I am
something bad about someone else Even though this $24,800 budg
writing
to
clarify
what
publicity
to make ourselves look better. How eted will actually be a little higher,
COPA
did
do
and
what
nominations
hard is it to kick dirt in someone's the total amount will still be under
for this position really mean.
face, then run? This is what has the $300,000 allocated. These are
COPA did put up all of the
bothered me about many of these changes that I feel were necessary
publicity
that the Dean's office sent
editorials: people are very eager to and will increase the interaction
us.
criticize, yet how many have tried between the students and the presi
COPA did send this informa
to solve the problem they address? dent.
tion to the Pacifican for publication.
I
would
also
like
to
briefly
My hope is that the Pacifican
I do not know if it got in, but at the
would not be used as a tool for comment on the "Middle class
time the Pacifican was running page
blues"
editorial.
I
do
not
under
people to argue back and forth but
spreads of the ASUOP elections.
stand
why
half
of
the
article
was
that these individuals would meet
All COP department faculty
and talk over their differences in a speaking on behalf of the Univer
know that nominations come from
sity
and
the
other
half
spoke
of
the
rational adult manner. Also, if
them. They are the most informed
these individuals are willing to University's "callous attitude" and
that
it
"needs
to
go
the
extra
mile."
complain about a situation, they
should organize or foiffiulate a I know a number of "crisis" cases
plan of action to help solve that that were solved by the University
problem. I would also like to take going that extra mile. I was one of
this time to quell any rumors and them. Receiving a $2500 Guaran Dear Editor:
The low number of students in
teed Student Loan for two years
defend certain actions.
attendance
at Founders Day and
and
then
being
told
I
could
no
I have had many students ap
Inauguration
make it particularly
longer
receive
these
funds,
I
was
proach me with concerns over the
clear
to
me
that
many students do not
shoved
into
a
corner.
However,
amount of money being spent on
President Atchley's house and new witn minimal effort and silting support President Atchley. I believe
that this attitude is unfortunate for a
office. Concerning the house, no down one on one with a financial
major renovation or remodeling advisor, I was able to get the funds number of reasons which I would
has been done since President that I needed. I also know of two like to share with all of you. I share
these thoughts with the realization
Burns was its occupant, over 30 students who, even after trying this
path with the financial aid office that 1 might be accused of "kissing
years ago.
up" to the president, but my inten
Looking at the president's new with no positive outcome, chose to
tions are, I hope, somewhat nobler. I
office, we can see more improve take their concerns to the
share my thoughts because I care
ments. Since President Burns president's office. Both of them are
moved into the Tower, very little still here in school. I believe if .quite a lot about this University, and
I believe some of us need tore-evalu
money had been spent on the there is any way the University is
ate our impressions and positions.
president's office. For those of you financially able to help a student,
Dr. Atchley has made a number
who have visited the president's there is a sincere effort to do so.
of mistakes in the past eight months
office, you know that as a recep The student has to be willing to do
and certainly no one, especially the
tion area for dignitaries from all his or her part in the effort, though.
As your Associated Students
president himself, would deny this.
over the country and world, it was
But, I am convinced that he has not
an embarrassment. Money for both president, I am committed to work
intentionally made these errors, and
of these projects was set aside by ing constructively to make Pacific
I further believe that mistakes are apt
the Board of Regents well before a better institution. I am not so
to be made by any person who as
President Atchley ever came to naive as to think that Pacific is per
fect, but I do know that students,
sumes a new and challenging posi
UOP.
tion. The important thing is that the
The Board of Regents, who administrators, and faculty work
individual learn from those mistakes
are the ultimate governing body of ing together will get further, faster
than
if
we
are
working
as
crossso that similar ones will not be made
the University, allocated $150,000
in the future. I believe that Dr. Atch
to be spent on renovations to the purposes. Let's not ignore the
president's home and $300,000 for problems, but let's move beyond
ley has begun to learn from his mis
a major renovation which in- mercly complaining about them,
takes. I do question, though, if we are
eluded: converting the president's
giving him an opportunity to learn,
Er'c D. Kjeldgaard
office into additional office space
or if we are still judging him on the
past.
As the first student body presi
dent to work with the new president
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Porras defends self

Pacific Talks...

Melissa Handel
Sophomore
Art
Yes. Of course, because if
alcohol is legal, mari
juana should be. Just think
about how much money
the U.S. could make off
taxing marijuana. Mari
juana should be legal if
it's done within modera
tion, just like anything
should be.

organizations on campus to make
such nominations.
Sitting on the interviewing
committee last year, I realized that
potentially scores of seniors would
Marltai"1
,uana. C"*(
nominate themselves which would
simply bog down the system.
nuseanddmg^
I, as a senior, knew that, come
spring, our college looks for a stu
s. Drug u*
and plants
dent speaker, so what happened to
these other seniors? Do seniors need
abuse results from u*
r
Seamputw.*1
to be reminded of such things? Don't
criticize organizations for lack of
l,marijuaru.ax*>"
keeping yourselves informed and ^gsfafunoriortlk***
especially over things that cannot
| ft the same reasons.
now be changed.
The government, toed 3 u D

Antonio Porras II

i iohol, a drug that, like any othff.
pig that anyone who uae» drug'
llapntstothesaineassaying dui i
The problem of drug abuae U a
ty o
, staling use andaburo, men Mi i
I USER: Of the two room r? .»i«
sarenotapriority for him Ht n..
at UOP, I have probably had more
s, mostof whom arc mm ra
exposure to Dr. Atchley than any
E

other student. Let me assure you that
He i
I am convinced that Dr. Atchley truly
4e'
does have the best interests of the
ABUSER: For Paul,
students at heart. Unfortunately,
only a limited number of us have had apearanceandbehaviOT Kl
The proporo
the opportunity to spend much time
with him, and therefore only afew of
other rtla
les greater irr:
us have learned this about him. In
stead of getting to know Dr. Atchley,
many of us have formed opinions
emissesclau mo
based on his mistakes and the criti
' *®t down
cally-slanted media coverage of ;?*««,,,2,.
those errors. From the beginning of
the year, many of our impressions
money
t
have been negative ones. We cannot
rlt»t
be faulted for forming impressions
*!*> to <
on this type of information. We can,
^deoreu
Bit, ul.ti
however, be faulted for letting our
lyt*yton
selves slip in to a mind-set that won't
ye
allow us to be objective.
As members of the University
community, we students have an
obligation to let our leaders know
how they can better serve us. At the
same time, we have an obligation to
be both tolerant and supportive. I am
convinced that if we give him a
chance, Dr. Atchley will accomplish
great things for Pacific.But, it's time
that we showed him some support
and gave him a chance.

>reCr

Norman Allen
Past President, ASUOP

Would you support legislation to legalize marijuana?

Dan Waechter
Junior
Pre-Law/Psychology
No, I would not legalize it,
because it would just in
crease the amount of drugs
and the use of drugs in the
U.S., both legal and
illegal. 1 feel we have a big
enough problem already.
That would just increase
our problem.

fcfii

Nanialei Golden
Sophomore
Chemistry/Biology
Yes, because I feel if it was
legalized it would not be
such a problem and they
could put a heavy tax on it.

Dave Lopez
Junior
SBPA
No, because as it is now
we're having problems
controlling alcohol which
is legal already. I couldn't
see future generations of
kids, especially my own,
being raised in a society
where marijuana is legal.

fh Hi «yia in in i
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Kelly Brooks
Junior
English
Yes, I believe I would, be
cause it's used so pre
valently now, and so much
money is used on law en
forcement to prohibit the
use and sale of marijuana.
/ believe it should be left
up to the individual to
decide whether or not they
choose to use marijuana
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Drug use is not abuse
Kim Austin
Student Columnist

Mark and Paul are sitting in their dorm room on a Thursday night
smoking marijuana. One of them is a drug abuser, the other is not
Drug use and drug abuse are not the same. Drug use is universal, it
exists among people of different countries, religions, ages and economic
backgrounds. Drug use dates back to the beginnings of history when
herbal mixtures and plants enhanced religious ceremonies and rituals.
Drug abuse results from use that gets out of control.
As on mostcollege campuses, students at the University of thePacific
use drugs: alcohol, marijuana, cocaine and crack,among others. Students
turn to drugs for fun or to relieve stress, just as their parents turn toalcohol
for the same reasons.
The government, media and parents send students mixed messages
about drugs. They tell students to "Just Say No" while saying "yes" to
alcohol, a drug that, like any other, can be used responsibly or abused.
Saying that anyone who uses drugs (other than alcohol) is an abuser
amounts to the same as saying that anyone who drinks is an alcoholic.
The problem of drug abuse is a real one, but a line must be drawn
separating use and abuse, users and abusers.
USER: Of the two roommates introduced earlier, Mark is the user.
Drugs are not a priority for him. He maintains "normal" relationships with
his friends, most of whom are users rather than abusersor do not use drugs
at all. His occasional use does not affect his health, work, relationships or
financial situation. He uses drugs for fun, to relieve stress and in social
situations. Most people who use drugs fit into this category with Mark.
ABUSER: For Paul, drugs are a priority. Visible changes in his
appearance and behavior indicate the move from responsible drug use to
drug abuse. The proportion of his friends who are also abusers has
increased while other relationships have been disrupted as the role of
drugs assumes greater importance in Paul's life. Paul experiences diffi
culty sleeping and complains that he does not feel well more often than he
used to. He misses class more frequently and spends less time studying - his grades went down an average of one letter grade in each class last
semester. Mark finds it harder to deal with Paul because Paul's moods have
become increasingly unpredictable. He has also stopped lending Paul
money because the money goes to buy more drugs, and Paul pays him back
months later - if at all. Paul now turns to drugs not only for fun and to
relieve stress, but also to escape reality and responsibility or to stop
feelings and avoid depression and guilt.
It is especially easy to make the move from user to abuser in college.
Drugs are generally easy to obtain in an atmosphere that contains intense
stress, intense relationships and rapid change.
.....
,
Recreational drug use will continue until the end of history. What
needs to come to an endis drug abuse. I would hope that people recognize
signs of abuse, in themselves and their friends, and take action to stop it.
I have seen
friends cross dre line from user ro abuser and come close
to destroying their lives - but I have also seen them come back.
I am not advocating universal drug use. I am supporting choice -individuals have the right to make decisions about their own lives based
onifoefr pinions,emotions andknowledge of a subject.If thegovernment
.0 help students make sensible £*"£££
and students want respect for their decisions, everyone has to recognize

Dr. Cortlandt Smith
Acting Dean, SIS
Faculty Columnist

Dave Jordal asked me to do a commentary on Africa, but, internation
alist though I am, I thought I would write about something closer to home.
Home, in facL UOP.
For most of this academic year I have been both elated and angry at the
goings-on here: elated with our new president and the changes I see, angry
with some of the campus reactions, in the Pacifican and elsewhere. I havefelt
inhibited in expressing my views on this subject since I thought it unseemly
for a dean, even an acting dean, to discuss such matters in public. Nor did I
want to appear a toady. But my days as acting dean of the School of
International Studies are now drawing to a close and I'm not running for
office. So, for what it may be worth, here is the view of one reasonably senior
member of the faculty and very nearly former dean.
UOP is extraordinarily well situated. We have a very longhistory for our
area of the world. We are the only private university of distinction in the entire
enormous central valley of California. That valley is one of the fastest
growing regions in a state with the seventh largest Gross National Product
in the world. When one considers flourishing universities in regions of actual
economic decline or collapse, the real question for us is why we are not far
more rich and respected. And better.
While we have never talked about it, I suspect that President Atchley has
pondered the same curious question. Certainly his actions during his first
year reflect a concern about such matters.
I confess to having awaited a change in leadership here with great hope.
Like most of the faculty, I have a lot invested in UOP and no small stake in
its future. It was clear to me - to most people around here, I would have
thought - that much change was needed, and that a new president would have
to initiate that change. President Atchley has done so.
We could all have expected some resistance. Change in the abstract is
thought to be a good thing in American society; change in particular is bound
to be far more disturbing. There is not space here to discuss all of the specific
issues that have arisen as the president has sought to mobilize us toward a
better future: the silly flap over graduation, the extraordinarily silly flap over
parking space, personnel changes, reconsideration of work-load for the
faculty, greater emphasis on research, insistence that student bills be paid on
time, moving the president's office, creation of the post of provost,the nature
of the inauguration, Founders Day, and so forth. Each issue (well, each issue
except where the president should find a place to park) deserves more
extended discussion than I can provide here.
.
What I can provide, however, are some general obsera^om about the
way President Atchley operates, the directions in rvhich he teems te I be
moving us, and what I see as rmpedmg change.1 do to: ton a ptofeged

To begin with, President Atchley's style of management is refreshingly
open. He wants to hear what people have to tell him,even if he doesn' t agree
with the content. He listens. He responds. He encourages discussion and
debate in group meetings and even has to prod people — too long cowed —
to enter the fray.
He is also impatient. I doubt that he uses the word "eventually" very
often. But he needs to be impatient: students have only four years here. If we
are committed toour students, as I know heis, a reform which takes four years
to implement misses an entire UOP student generation. Those of us on the
faculty might take a longer view, but our students cannot and, within limits,
neither should we.
Sometimes, alas, this impatienceleads to mistakes. I, for, one, supported
his idea of a unified graduation, and while there was a full dress debate about
it, which included student input, I suppose that we should all have been
willing to take a little more time to test the waters. The graduation silliness
did show us another side of President Atchley, however; he is willing to
change his mind if there are good reasons for doing so. Moreover, he does
it gracefully, with good cheer, and with that healthy sense of humor that we
all need in order to keep the human condition in some sort of reasonable
perspective. Let me repeat: I have been a personal witness to all of this; I am
not extrapolating from bits of rumor and shards of news.
As to where we are all headed, it seems equally clear to me that the
president has a good eye for quality, knows what a good university must both
be and appear, and is prepared to reward, and not to reward, accordingly. He
knows we need more money; he has begun to raise it. He knows that we need
to draw the campus together, to find ways of establishing our identity in our
own minds and in the minds of others. He knows that we need to have a good
deal more self-respect and pride in who we are and what we do — hence his
concern with certain outward forms like the flags for schools and colleges,
the pageantry of the inauguration, and a distinguished president's office. For
if we do not believe in ourselves, and cannot in some visible ways express
that belief, why should anyone else?
If I am correct about all of this, if I have not gone completely mad, then
why is there resistance? Why isthere no dancing in the streets? Why do I find
some hostility among students, some residual doubts and cynicism among
the faculty?
I believe that over the years UOP has developed a sort of civic culture
of its own. It is something the reverse of school spirit. School "dispirit"
perhaps? I won't go into what I suspect are the reasons for this distressing (but
diminishing) state of apathy, cynicism, and distrust; I am lessconcerned with
analysis lhan with behavioral modification. Il will late time for all of us to
^,
^^a^ahd I wotrtd like tohelp still mora
8
.InaninKllectua1Communicy,Collectingandevalualing
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vantage point since, as ® dean,
at work, and to talk wrth Inm about UOP. ten m« ^ame
university community. I might note, parenthetically, that the Bill Atcniey
Fan Club, of which I am proud to be a member, is made up largely of those
people (faculty, students, and staff) who have indeed had the most contact
with him, have had the greatest opportunity to watch him ringside. I think
this should tell the thoughtful observer something. Either we fans are all fools
or lackeys — and we aren't - or we have had the chance to learn things that
the rest of the campus has not yet had.

assumptions should be central to what all of us do. Should we not bring the
of skills l0 co„si(1eration of ou, institutional life? Are we reacting
in old ways to new situations? Are we satisfied to nurse old wounds and
imagine new ones? Can we go beyond wallowing in the past? If we cannot,
UOP has no future. If we cannot, we will collectively destroy President
Atchley's presidency.For he is correct: cynics do not build cathedrals. They
do noteven build small chapels. But they can certainly trip the construction
crew.

Matt's perspective...

Colors a danger to the public <
————————-—-—————•————————
C. Matthew Swinden
Photography Editor
Staff Columnist

Picture this. You and a friend are waiting in line to see a movie here in
Stockton with about 100 other moviegoers, many of them young people, of
all ethnic backgrounds. The movie lets out from the previous showing and
you sense that the audience is excited if not agitated. Many of them seem like
thev want to go out and do something to expend their excess energy.
A maroon car which has been cruising the parking lot stops and a young
man gets out and walks over to the person in front of you. You notice that
„1
.1,. same age, Mart
»nH dressed
dressed similarly
similarlv with
with the
the
both men are about
the
black, and
exception that the man in front of you has a blue bandanna in his pocket and
blue shoe laces. The man from the car sports a red bandanna and red laces.
A fight ensues between the two men and a crowd of onlookers gather to
watch the action. In a split second the man in red pulls a gun out and shoots
the man in blueat close range. The bullet strikes the man in the head and then
careens to hit an innocent girl behind him. The crowd runs in terror in every
direction. The man dies instantly, falling to the ground in a pool of blood.
His sister bends over the lifeless body crying, praying to God that he lives.
The man in red flees into the car with three of his friends and is never seen
again. Meanwhile, the paramedics come to take the two victims to the
hospital and the crowd gets back into line to see the movie, as if nothing
happened.
If this sounds to you like it might be fiction, think again. As many oi

SiteLA^£SoWhilfthisis not the first shooting involving
rnovie^raliisTme firs,
gang-related homicide nalionwide involving
moviegoers'and the movie, Colors. (There had been two other shootings

Conservatory
Faculty Columnist

The race for president has been the most interesting in years with the
candidacy of Jesse Jackson. What strikes me as odd are the recurrent
phrases in the media,"What does Jesse want?" Although thequestion has
been put to rest by some, I think the constant asking goes to the heart of
who America is for.
.
The American dream, as I was told in elementary school, is that
anyone can grow up to be President of the United States This is not a
country that crowns "kings or queens," or aplace where a select few decide
the fate of 200 million people. This is a democracy where anyone
supposedly can makeit and should be encouraged to do so. Therefore, the
answer is obvious. Jesse Jackson wants the American dream. He wants to
Now the idea of a black man being the leader of Americastrikes fear
in the hearts of many. There are those who hear that Jesse will abandon the
cause of Israel (who, itself, doesn't look too hot these days ni themedia
with the problems on the West Bank and Gaza strip), those who fear that
Jesse will lead the economy to financial disaster with social programs (i
you ask me, the current deficit is financial disaster enough),an^ those w
feel he will be too religious (although our money says InGodWeTrust).
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Last year, there were over 400 gang-related killings in the L.Ajirea,
from 600 gangs and over 70,000 members in L.A alone. The members of
these gangs start a life of violence and drugs at an early age. It is not
uncommon to find a 13-year-old carrying a gun in these gang-infested
neighborhoods. As they get older, they learn to live with death and violence
as it is an every day occurrence. They are not afraid of dying nor would they
think twice about shooting a rival gang member.
Though the gang "wars" have not started in Stockton, (in a sense they
are only small, isolated skirmishes) they are not far off now that blood has
been spilled.
I feel that the media attention that Colors received has much to do with
the violence that we are now seeing at theaters showing the movie. If the
media and other interest groups had not made such a big deal about the
movie, then the general public, including gang members, would have
thought that Colors was just another mediocre action movie. But instead,
the attention given to the movie has been like adding gasoline to a smolder
ing fire. Though the movie has been doing well at the box the attention it

clear ihatthe movie mustbe pulled from the dealers before somebody else
gets shot or killed due to gang violence. We certainly don. need drags and
gang violence in on, world. And that s my perspectrve.

What does Jesse Jackson want?
Marvin Curtis

v lir°°

Colors has just possibly brought that war to Stockton, if not to the rest o the
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While gang violence is nothing new to the Stockton area, it has
contributed greatly to Stockton's high murder rate. Having gang members
come up from Southern California is something that has been gradually
happening for the past few months. Stockton is a melting pot for the gangs
of every nationality, with a few acts of violence happening every day.
While the L.A. area has been a war zone because of the gangs, the movie

Finally, there are those who fear that, if Jesse wins, he will be shot (ask
Gerald Ford and Reagan about that).
However, I think the greatest fear is that, if Jesse wins, he will force
America to return to the "traditional American values of justice,equality,
and peace. These are issues that have been lost in the "me" generation.
These are issues that should bring us together, not tear us apart. Twentyfive years ago, Jesse was part of the movement that erased the laws of
discrimination from the land. He was also part of the sit-ins and marches
that led America to discover the real meaning of the Declaration of
Independence -"All men are created equal."
I, for one, am proud of what Jesse has done. He has brought various
groups of Americans together to work together for the betterment of the
country. He may not win the nomination, and he may not even get to be
vice president, buthe has opened thedoor a little wider for thoseof us who
thought it was closed forever. I got tickled when I saw whites in Wisconsin
that were going to vote for him refer to Jesse as a "colored" man. I thought
how we are still fighting the battles and yet, Jesse has begun to win them.
He's opened their minds to the possibility, and that's the beginning of
progress.
The question remains, "What does Jesse want? " and the answer is
quite simple - to be an American. He wants what we all want, an equal
piece of the pie, not just a sliver.

Is this the age of monogamy
Kristin Sphwellenbjisch
Senior Staff Writer

Paintings and drawings by Ruth Bavetta and Celeste Rehm will be j
featured in the University of the Pacific Gallery's season-ending exhibi-J
tion, which will run April 25 to May 13.
Both artists reflect different attitudes and approaches to the human I
figure through their works.
"A recurring theme in all of my work," notes Bavetta, "has been the
idea of seeing; the idea of a vision of life and the world around us. People j
fascinate me «the way they move, the stances they take, the way in which
they present themselves to the world." Her work has been exhibited j
nationwide and reviewed in publications such as Artscene, Artweek, and
the Los Angeles Times.
Rehm, an associate professorof fine artsat the Un iversity of Colorado
at Boulder, has exhibited her work throughout the United States. She
describes her "port-hole series" as "photo-surrealistic." 'The ties with
surrealism," she explains, "are obvious as a sense of illusionistic space,
and photographic detail is filled with unusual juxtapositions."
Both artists will be present at a reception in their honor on Monday,
April 25,7-9 p.m. The UOP Gallery is located on the second floor of the
j McCaffrey Center. Hours are Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., weekends
2-9 p.m.
For more information, call (209) 946-2171.
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In this age of heightened aware
ness brought about by AIDS, Casual
Sex? - even with a question mark —
may seem like the wrong film at the
wrong time. Fortunately, the subject
matter is dealt with ina sophisticated,
sensitive manner, with a healthy
sense of humor and humanity. The
principle characters^ .wo women
«,ith <Lhtlv checkered oasts trying
in cnlfa truce on^^ar Iffitween the
sexes long enongh to find decent
men for meaningful, monogamous
relationships.
Melissa (Victoria Jackson) and
Stacy (Lea Thompson) are best
friends who find themselves
stranded in the middle of the postAIDS sexual desert, ready for rela
tionships that last beyond breakfast
the next morning. After a fun romp

through their less-than-perfect pasts
we join the women at a timeof crisis,
wnen
uoc.u* to forsake
when eacn
each ..as
has decided
promiscuity for puritanism and look
for a "nice guy." They decide to go to
"Oasis," a health spa for singles,
where men and women can go to
reduce love handles and reshape love
jjves

The vacation turns out to be
anything but relaxing. With daily
aeiobicdacsesandanOTdleesvrtet,
of activities, Melissa and Stacy
barelyhavetimeiocatchlheirbrealh.
let alone anyone of the male petsuasion. Unfortunately, the clientele
boasts a high number of oddball
men, including a strange psycholo
gist who uses Melissa as a subject for
a research study about the sexual
habits of premenopausal women,
and a greasy Italian stallion named
Vinny who has the hotsfor Stacy and
calls himself "the best from the East,

Staff Writer

Dr. Uonzo loses ail sense or reality.
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Over the past few months,
UPBEAT has been providing the
UOP community with a variety of
comic entertainment and antics that
ha\ie been consistently wonderful.
Doing what she does best, Alice
Tanzillo served as mistress of cere
monies for the Snickers Comedy
Club. Tanzillo is a graduate of UOP
and has been the emcee for Snickers
this semester. The first act of the
evening was B ill McCarron, a former
UOP student with a whimsical style
sometimes unappreciated by the
females in the audience. The next
performance was a filler act done by
Eric Guzman, a student at UOP who
does spectacular lip sync shows and
won a national competition on MTV.

COUPON

Clean, private spa rooms
each w/shower and changing area
Beautiful natural settings

Available by the houri

SPAS FOR YOU
4419 Pacific Ave.
(just South of March Lane)
HPPKI Sun-Thursl2-Midnight
Cri-C/lt

Order your subscription of the Pacifican for the 1988-89
school year. Order one for yourself or send one to your
parents and friends.

Arts & Artists Supplies
2 for 1 Frame Sale through the end of April
(sizes ranging from 5x7 - 24x48)

MINI STORAGE
2055 N. West Lane Stockton, CA 95205

(209)466-7997
One month free rent with a minimum of two months
paid rent at our low prices.
Offer good with this coupon only and t<-> r»o\/\/
customers onlv

OFFER EXPIRES 6/15/88
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PacificanSubscriptions
Steve Bruner hams it up for the photographer.

ONE MONTH FREE STORAGE
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What if I told you that this week
end, quite a few people will be turn
ing out and paying good money to
see five students take a final exam?
Well, before you swear that you
would rather spend your weekend
playing tiddley-winks, consider that
the final I am referring to is actually
the final project of the department of
drama and dance's directing class,
and it takes the form of the Senior
One Act plays.
The Senior One Act is the cap
stone experience of graduating
Drama majors. It allows the students
to gain hands-on experience direct
ing one act plays before they take on
the "real world." There will be five
plays presented this year, and each
student director has overseen all
! The last two acts were fantastic
areas of the production. As in all
ally funny and witty. Steve Bruner, a departmentproductions, the cast and
young and upcoming performer, had
crew represent a wide range of ma
material that kept the audience
jors.
wrapped in laughter. He had the
The plays are: F.M. by Romulus
ability to make the audience laugh Linney, directed by Echo Rozzi,
even when he wasn't trying to be
Juvie by Jerome McDonough, di
funny. The last performer of the
rected by Alice Tanzillo, Hello Out
evening needed no introduction. He
There by William Saroyan, directed
was the phenomenal and always
by Almudena Rodriguez, Aria Da
entertaining Dr. Gonzo. Dr. Gonzo Capo by Edna St. Vincent Millay,
has a style all his own that could
directed by J.T. Holstrom, and Sav
never be imitated. With facial ex
pressions that caused hysterical
laughter and a musical style unsur
passed by anyone I have ever seen,
$1 discount per person
Dr. Gonzo made a wonderful eve
ning even better.

Mark your calendars for the Conservatory of Music's 6th annual
Concert in the Park which will be held on Sunday, May 1, at 5 p.m. on
Knoles Lawn. The UOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble, under the direc
tion of Robert Halseth, will provide cheerful music the whole family
will enjoy. Free balloons and lemonade will also be available. Bring a
picnic, your family and friends, and have a wonderful time! Admis
sion is free to all.

SUMMER SPECIAL
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age/Love by Sam Shepard and JoThe
seph Chaikin, directed by Colin gte:J&sCS
-.eventrtlloffc
Thomson
is at5 P'1
way t°c
The five plays will be presented
i
exhibiuon
this Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio The 6:l'
for tl«
atre. Admission is $1 for everyone.
Ml
Ate [1^
In FM., a successful novelist
l»K"
becomes a professor at a small south
ern college teaching a "creative fie
tion" course. Her class includes i
mother of three who adores flowers,
a female lab technician who hates
yoPtrt.andam0i!!Tol»
men and a back of the woods hie: toct I health dubwho hits the bottle. As the class
commences, their works in progress The tickets sell for 5 •
are read aloud, only to be comments
on by others. The real trouble starts
when Mr. Bullough reads his novel
revealing a past incestuous relation
ship with his deceased mother.
Juvie is an ensemble play about
the changes that take place in and the
horrors of Juvenile Detention. It
takes place during one very long
night in two different cells. All
members of the "Inmate Ensemble,"
while each having their own identity
and crime, will portray several differ
ent characters from thestories of each
of the other inmates. The characters
are young, 14-17, and requirea great
deal of truth.
Hello Out There takes place in a
(see ACTS, page 7)

Robert Gale

Conservatory of Music

The Masterworks Chorus of the Conservatory of Music at UOP,
under the direction of Dr. James McKelvy, will be performing Gabriel
Faure's Requiem, Op. 48, and Carl Orffs Carmina Burana on Fri
day, April 22, 1988, at 8:15 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
These two contrasting works are rarely heard on the same program.
The Requiem draws from Faure's studies of the vocal polyphony of
the Renaissance, whereas OrfFs Carmina Burana is a highly rhyth
mic and didactic composition of larger proportions.
The 70-member chorus (a combination of the University's A Cappella Choir, Oriana Choir and the University Choir) will be accompa
nied by organ, a large percussion ensemble, two pianos, and harp.
Conservatory faculty members performing will be William Whitesides, tenor; George Buckbee, baritone; Joan Coulter, piano; Derrill
Bodley, piano and organ; Marylee Dozier-Hicks, harp; Allen Brown
and Rod Loeffler, percussion.
Friday's performance of these two excellent choral masterpieces
should prove to be an exciting evening. Admission is by $2 scholar
ship donation; students and children will be admitted free of charge.

thai she has
make sure everything s all ngnt.
Nick llirows his clothes into a couple
otHefty bags and hops in the car with
her.
Meanwhile, Melissa has been
rescued by a kind, adorable aerobics
instructor who has had his eye on her
since day one. So the two of them
head back to Oasis and get intimate
while Stacy and Nick rush back to
southern California to find Melissa's
apartment empty.

The rest of th<
the film is devoted to
fixing this mess, and most of it is
great fun. There are a few slow
moments in themovie, but the laughs
come close enough together that
really never have time to get bored
The film is based on the play Casual
Sex (minus the question mark),and it
has retained much of the sense of
being on stage, especially when
Melissa and Stacy make asides to the
camera, bemoaning their fates and
letting us laugh with them. Some
viewers may be put off by movies in
which the actors address the audi,
ence, but in this instance it was an
effective way to arouse our sympa.
thy toward the women.
•elcefldt'1* ^ii
The dialogue and interaction
•0*
between the characters, even someof
1- • -pori^ V.pr
iv*
the minor ones, ring true, and is eus
sometimes too close for comfort
byStU
on
Every woman in the audience will eveit
(see CASUAL, page 7)
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UOP comedy night Senior one act plays

The department of drama and dance will present five student directed
one-acts on April 29 and 30 at 7 p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. Admission is $1 for everyone. The shows and directors include:
FM, directed by Echo Rozzi, Ju vie, directed by AliceTanzillo, Hello Out
There, directed by Almudena Rodriguez, and Aria Da Capo, directed by
J.T. Holmstrom. For further information, call 946-2116.
Another upcoming event in the department of drama and dance will
be the one night only performance of five original plays as part of the
department's annual Petit Play Festival. The performance is scheduled for
Wednesday, May 4 at 7 p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre.
These short plays are written, directed and performed by students.
Admission is free. The festival is under the supervision of Dr. William J.
Wolak. For more information, call 946-2116.

The Conservatory of Music will present its final jazz concert
of the 1987-88 academic year with the performance of the UOP Jazz
Ensemble on Friday, April 29, at 8:15 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall. The program will feature several well-known jazz "classics"
as welLa^ newly written works by some of today's finest writers, s f i Q
Afso featured on the program will be selections by the jazz quar
tet, "Quintessence," which includes jazz ensemble members Robert
Honeychurch, Melvin McGary, John Loundagin, and Denny Stilwell.
Admission to the concert is by a $2 scholarship donation; students
and children will be admitted free of charge.

... crazy ,beast, .uvinMan"
a wild
the Vin Man.
Discouraged but not defeated,
Stacy decides to turn her sights toward the gorgeous fitness instructor
Nick, who has aspirations of musical
stardom. When Melissahears the two
of them in bed, after having en
humiliated by the sleazy psychologist, she runs to catch the next bus
back to L.A. Stacy discovers she s
gone the next morning and tells Nick

r
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band with taste: World Press
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Last weekend, it was the Aspara
gus Festival. This weekend, it will be
UOP Nightat the Ports, amustattend
event put on by students in Dr. Carol
Ann Hall's Cases and Problems in
Public Relations class. UOP Night at
the Ports is this Saturday night, April
30. The price of the ticket includes a
tailgate party, a students versus fac
ulty exhibition game, a raffle and the
Stockton Ports versus Visalia.
Preparations for this event be
gan over two months ago, to insure a
great event. The tailgate party, which
begins at 5 p.m., will offer a relaxing
and fun way to begin the evening. At
6:15 p.m., the exhibition softball
game will take place, with President
Atchley pitching for the faculty
team. The Ports game begins at 7
p.m., with a raffle in between the
innings. The raffle tickets are free,
and prizes include giftcertificates for
dinners, haircuts, ice cream and
yogurt, and a month membership at a
local health club. There are plenty of
prizes, and there is nothing to lose!
The tickets sell for $1.50 until

the day of the game, when they will
sell for $3. They are on sale in the
McCaffrey Center from 10 a.m. until
1 p.m., Thursday and Friday. UOP
Night at the Ports promises to be a
fun-filled event for a minimal price.
Come on out and join in the fun.

Tailgate Party
5 p.m.
Exhibition Baseball Game —
Faculty vs. Students
6:15 p.m.
Stockton Ports vs. Visalia
7:30 p.m.
Raffle
7:30 p.m. to end of game
Tickets:
$1.50 before April 30, $3 at the
game
On sale in the McCaffrey Center
near the bookstore from 10 a.m.
until 1 p.m. Thursday and Friday.
iS
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(continued from page 6)
see a bit of herself in Melissa and
Stacy, and every man will identify
with the plight of the "Vin Man,"
who somehow got lost in the shuffle
of the sexual revolution and hasn't
quite found his niche.
The acting is fine, especially that
of Lea Thompson, and Victoria
Jackson has found a role with a bit
more range for her "Saturday Night
Live" character. The supporting cast
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little jailhouse in Matador, Texas. A
young man is accused of rapeand has
been moved from another jail to
prevent him from being killed by the
townspeople. He calls out to anyone
who can hear him. Agirl appears. She
is the jailhouse cook. Through their
conversation we discover two dis
placed characters -- a naive girl and
an unlucky gambler - both full of
impossible dreams.
We find out that the young man
is innocent as he tells us now the
woman deceived him by inviting
him to her house then threatened to
holler because he wouldn't give her
money.
The townspeople, the woman
and the husband come looking for
him. The young man is killed by the
humiliated husband.
Aria Da Capo is a highly styl
ized one act depicting the comical
and sometimes fatal situation everpresent in human relationships.
Savage/Love is not a standard
play, with an easily definable plot
and specific characters. Rather, it is a
series of vignettes, poems, and
monologues all linked by a common
theme: Love. Chaikin himself de
scribed it best when he referred to it
as "common poems of real and imag
ined moments in the spell of love."
All the poems express a deep feeling
of love, though it is sometimes col
ored with jealousy, sarcasm, hys
teria, terror or anger. Savage/Love
shows us the tenderness, the tension,
the pain and frustration of those
caught in its spell.
In its original form, all the
poems were performed by one actor.
Thomson is interested in exploring
relationships between characters.
(Love should not exist in a vacuum.)
He plans to incorporate vocal music
into the show; specifically, a cappella jazz and "doo wop" music.

(continued from page 1)
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The members of the band World Press,
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songs." They try not torestrict them
selves to 'dance rock' and they cover
songs by U2, INXS, the Police,
Sting, R.E.M., Squeeze, and the
English Beat. And although they
coverother bands' songs, they "try to
add [their] own little things to them"
and they "don't try to structure the
songs too much." World Press has
also gotten a good response to some
original songs. However, lack of
time and different tastes in music
hinder the composition of originals.
World Press is going to continue
playing this summer and next semes
ter. They may also be playing at the
Freshmen Orientation dances this
summer. For more information re
garding World Press, contact Robert
Gale at 944-7109.

UOP Night at the Ports
Schedule of Events
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Are you stressedout from end of
the year research papers, tests, and
assignments? If you are, or even if
you're not, go see UOP's own World
Press play at the "Life's A Beach"
dance tomorrow night. The dance
starts at 9 p.m. and is being held at the
Raney Recreation Area next to the
Wendell Phillips Center.
World Press consists of Brent
Locke, lead singer; Jim Homaday,
guitar; Robert Gale, bass guitar; Ross
Harper, drums; and Bill Esparza,
saxophone, and they are all UOP
students. Locke, Harper, and Esparza
are all majoring in music manage
ment and business while Hornaday
and Gale are majoring in entertain
ment management and English, re

spectively.
World Press was formed after
the band Playground, which Horna
day and Locke began, dissolved.
This fall, they met Gale at a party and
discovered that he played bass gui
tar. Esparza had"jammed with them"
and World Press was formed. Their
first performance was at an Omega
Phi Alpha party last semester. This
semester the band^has played for the
Tri-Delta pledge dance, the Phi Delta
Theta and Archania formals, and a
Grace Covell dance. Off campus,
World Press has played at Dazzles
Underground in Modesto. Last
week, they played in the McCaffrey
Center as part of the Pacific Daze
celebration.
Each member of the band has
varying tastesin music, so according
to Locke, they play a "wide variety of

ACTS

is fun to watch, with special merit
awards going to Andrew Dice Clay
and Vinnyand Jerry Levine as Jamie,
Melissa's love interest.
Casual Sex? has a lot to say
about the dilemma of women and
men searchingfor true love in the late
'80s. It may notbe the most profound
statement about American culture,
but it seems real, and that makes the
difference between a mediocre com
edy and a good one. If the question is
Casual Sex?, just this once the an
swer is yes.

basketball and football will be all
black." He believes baseball would
be as well if major league teams today
did not rely so heavily on colleges
and universities for their recruits.
Edwards stated that while the
suburbs produce white lawyers,
dentists and doctors, the rural areas
and the single parent families of the
inner cities produce black athletes.
"They produce gladiators," he said.
"And every spring, the whites come
in and back a bus up to the city and
haul off a load of our most aspiring,
promising and competitive black
youths, use them up, dump them off,
and come back for another load the
next year... and blacks are too stupid
not to let the whites do it."
As Edwards sees it, however,
sports is only one battle in a societywide war. Racism is "pervasive,
dynamic and widespread," he
warned,"and there is no such thing as
a final victory." Edwards feels that
hopefully 20 years from now, blacks
will not have to fight the same battles
that he is fighting now.
He likened the current situation
to a Pony Express route, where each
person can only do their best to fight
racisim in their own brief period of
history.

Attention Faculty
FALL TEXTBOOK
ORDERS WERE
D U E MARCH 25

.Ilr

UPBEAT Special entertainment & UOP Dining services

present the
PACIFIC ALL-CAMPUS BBQ
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HOUSTON, (CPS) - In an elaborate"rite-of-spring type thing" that
required a lot of engineering skill, Rice University students managed to
j turn a one-ton bronze statue of school founder William Marsh Rice
I around in the middle of the night
On the morning of April 14, the statue was discovered facing south
i instead of north, as it has the last 58 years.
"It was a student prank," said Rice spokesman Bill Noblitt. "It wasa
rite-of-spring type of thing."
University police said they have a suspect in the case, which involved
^disconnecting spotlights normally trained on the statue and using a
blackened A-frame lever built with 4' x 6' beams to lift and turn the
structure.
Professional movers used a crane and took three and a half hours to
return the statue to its original position April 14, Noblitt added.

FORT COLLINS, CO (CPS) - Athletes who abstain from sexual
intercourse before competition because they think they'11 play better may
be fooling themselves.
"The notion that sexual intercoursediminishes athletic performance
is a my th,"said Dr. Loren Cordain, who directed a study of college athletes
at Colorado State University (CSU).
The myth, however, is a pervasive one among athletes of many kinds.
"Heavyweight boxers quite commonly separate themselves for as
many as six toeight weeksbeforea title defense. Triathletes andmarathoners also follow this routine," Cordain noted.
Cordain, a Ph.D. in exercise physiology, and his co-author, Wendy
Newton, now a M.A. in exercise physiology, studied a group of married,
male intramural athletes aged 20 to 35.
The men's agility, anaerobic power, reaction and endurance was the
same when tested the morning after intercourse as they wereafter five days
of abstinence.
"If intercourse didn't affect the performance of these subjects, it
probably doesn't affect other athletes," mused Cordain."No reason exists
for boxers, football players or any athlete to abstain from sex for fear of
affecting their athletic performance."

DENVER (CPS)-It pays to be good at shuffling paper, at least if you
are enrolled at a big campus.
The faster and more accurately students at large schools can complete
paperwork tasks,the better grades they get, a new study by a Dallasmarket
research firm has found.
On the other hand, it suggested students who lack paperwork skills
should attend smaller colleges, carry a light course load, learn to use
computers, word processors and calculators, seek assistance, and be
prepared to work harder than other students.
Atleast those are the conclusions ofDallas-based AptitudeInventory
Measurement Service (AIMS), which traced the academic performance of
115 students attending universities with 20,000 or more undergraduates
from 1981 until last year. The participants took a series of aptitude tests
that gauged their clerical skills.

Students lacking clerical talent, the study reports, made sloppy errors
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suih as transposing numbers and misplacing decimal points, especially
under deadline pressure.
Half of those who scored poorly on the AIMS's test graduated from
college with 2.0 or lower grade point averages. More than half die exstudents who scored high marks on the clerical tests graduated with 3.0
averages or better.
Students with poor clerical skills who were tutored by AIMS coun
selors, however, received higher grades in school than their counterparts
who did not receive additional training.
AIMS suggests students with poor paperwork skills attend a small
college instead of a large university, since classes tend to be smaller and
faculty members more accessible.

SEATTLE, WA (CPS) -- Despite the best efforts of a group of
University ofWashington"guards,"someone stoleBeaverCleaveragain.
Cathy Keller of local television station KTZZ has reported a 5'x &
cardboard likeness of the character from the "Leave It To Beaver"
television show was stolen from a billboard near the UW campus for the
second time iit three weeks.
KTZZ had rented the billboard to advertise its nightly reruns of the
After still-at-large vandals stole the first version of thelikeness in late
February, Keller hired members of the Phi Gamma Delta and Theta Chi
fraternity houses to guard its replacement.
Theta Chi President Jarrod Guthrie, who led a team of guards who
watched the billboard through the nights from a doughnut shop across the
the 10 days they guarded it
In one case,Theta Chi members chased off someone dressed in a n inja

suit.

But house members left their guardposts at 2:30 a.m. one morning,
just as their contract with KTZZ expired. Before the sun rose several hours
later, the likeness of The Beav disappeared.
Keller was philosophical, adding the promotion for the show was
almost finished anyway and that"The Beaver isn't something I really want
t°PrSte

Sd°Xe would fulfill her end of the bargain - donating a
television and cash to a local charity in the fraternities' names - despite
the theft

Collegiate protesters arrested
BERKELEY (CPS) - In a switch in tactics,
administrators atPenn State and the University of
California-Berkeley sent in police to break up
black student protests of escalating racial con
frontations on their campuses.
Racial tensions also erupted, though less
violently, at the University of Kentucky and
Georgia Southwestern College.
On April 9, police broke up a 15-hour-long
sit-in at Pennsylvania State University's Tele
communications Building by about 150 black
students hoping to dramatize, among other
things, their request for more attention to their
needs by administrators.
Ninety-one students were arrested and
charged with trespassing.
On the other side of the country, police on
April 7 arrested 18 of the black students who had
occupied the Berkeley's housing office to de
mand that three white students who had been
harassing a black freshman woman be expelled.
S tudents who complained of inattention and
racism at other campuses got gentler treatment.
In February and early March, for example,
administrators and protesting black students
entered week-long, peaceful negotiations to end
sit-ins and treat racial complaints at Hampshire
College and the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
Minority students at Tompkins-Cortland
Community College in New York, the Universi
ties of New York at Buffalo, Michigan, Pennsyl
vania, Iowa, California-Santa Barbara, and Illi

nois, as well as Dartmouth Collegeand Fairleigh
Dickinson University, among others, also have
protested alleged campus racism thisschool year,
but the protesters themselves were not arrested.
Administrators at Berkeley and Penn State,
however, seemed to run outof patience with their
protesters.
After quickly arranging to discipline and
move three white students who verbally harassed
and wrecked the bicycle of freshman Traci
Morris, Berkeley administrators sent police to
break up the sit-in.
"This protest is the culmination of a lot of
different things that have gone unresolved at the
university," African Students Association Presi
dent Michael Stoll said in explaining why the
protesters wouldn't move even after hearing that
Morris's tormentors had been punished.
Berkeley spokesmanRay Colvig said the 18
students were not detained, but issued sum
monses for trespassing and released. He charac
terized the protest — and the police response — as
"well-organized and non-violent."
"There was no resistance," Colvig said.
At Penn State, the 150 students who occu
pied a building for 15 hours saw President Bryce
Jordan's "quick" use of force as proof Penn State
didn't care about them.
"I think it's a terrible message to send to
students when the president of the university
would rather send state troopers to meet with
them than come himself," said student govern
ment President Seth Williams, one of those ar

Baylor, TCU censors Playboy model ad
WACO, TX (CPS) - Texas
Christian University officials re
fused to let Playboy magazine buy an
ad in the campus paper, and Baylor
University President Herbert Rey
nolds warned women they would
live to regret posing for Playboy
photographers now on their annual
tour of collegessearching for models
and publicity.
The magazine this spring is
touring schools belonging to the
Southwest Athletic Conference.
In early March, the magazine
contacted the Daily Skiff, TCU's
student newspaper, to submit an ad
offering interviews to women inter
ested in posing for Playboy.
But student ad manager Lisa
Bianchi decided not to run the ad.
"Shedecidedwhattheadrepresented
was a magazine that degrades
women. And we don't promote ra

cism and sexism in our paper," said
Mark Witherspoon, the director of
the school's student publication of
fice.
Southern Methodist University
— also located in the Fort Worth area
— decided to run the ad in its student
paper, however.
Witherspoon said Bianchi's
decision was not completely sup
ported by the rest of the paper's staff.
Several
staffers, he said, felt the
ad should have run so students could
decide about the magazine them
selves.
In February, 1980, the last time
Playboy trolled conference cam
puses, Baylor - like TCU a private,
religious university - became the
center of a national censorship con
troversy.
Then-president Abner McCall
threatened to expel any Baylor

China calls students home
WASHINGTON (CPS) - Chi
nese students at U.S. campuses pro
tested last week that they want to
keep going to college here.
Some 800 Chinese students
from various campuses around the
U.S. signed a petition and held a
protest rally at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology last week to
object to a new Chinese government
mandate to force thousands of them
to return home.
"It is a bread-and-butter issue
for me," said Zhang Longxi, a 40year-old Harvard doctoral candi
date, at a press conference after the
MIT meeting. "I need time to study
comparative literature."
But the issue, explained Boston
University History Professor Merle
Goldman at the same conference,
may be deeper than that.
Goldman saw the new Chinese
government effort to cut the number
of students enrolled at U.S. cam
puses from 27,000 to 600 as part of
a struggle between liberals and con
servatives.
Conservative Premier Li Peng,
Goldman said, fears too many stu-
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woman who appeared partially or
fully disrobed in Playboy. When the
Baylor Lariat, the campus paper,
editorialized against McCall's
threat, McCall suspended thepaper's
three top editors.
The student editors eventually
chose to transfer to other colleges.
The one Baylor woman who did
appear in the September, 1980, edi
tion of the magazine was repri
manded, and then quietly awarded
her degree during the summer of
1981, long after media attention
subsided.
"We do not want the ladies of
Baylor University exposing them
selves for the benefit of a sleazy
magazine of this sort," current Presi
dent Reynolds said last week.
Reynolds did not say what he
would do if Baylor women posed
anyway, though he did note posing

Rubes0

"might not only jeopardize their
future at Baylor, but to some degree
this would have an impact on their
lives in the future."
The Lariat's guidelines, how
ever, now specifically forbid run
ning ads "offensive to Christians
because of blasphemous themes or
pornography."
Reynolds thought Playboy offi
cials mounted these tours "to pro
voke discussion and controversy to
see if they can stir enough interest to
sell a few magazines becauseI think
they arc failing."
Playboy photographers already
have recruited models at TCU,
Southern Methodist and the Univer
sity of Texas at Austin this spring,
provoking small protests at each
stop.

By Leigh Rubin

dents are being "infected" with
Western ideas, and will impede pol
icy when they return home.
Liberal Communist Party
Chairman Zhao Ziyang, she added,
tends to favor increased contact with
the West to help China modernize its
economy.
A spokesman at the Chinese
embassy in Washington, D.C., how
ever, denied there had been any pol
icy change.
Nevertheless, an unidentified
official from the Chinese consulate
in New York attended the MIT
meeting March 31, and said the stu
dents would have two more years in
which to get master's degrees and
"four or five years" in which to get
doctorates.
The official also cited a Janu
ary, 1987, petition signed by 1,000
Chinese students in the U.S. as a
reason the Chinese government felt
it needed to exert more "control
over the students.
The petition had protested the
government's scaling back of some
democratic reforms.

838-8885 ext. 7481.
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rested.
"People were manhandled," said Darryl
King, a student protest leader. 'This is symbolic
of the way they treat us here at Penn State."
Brad Hemstreet, a Penn State spokesman,
said officials tried to negotiate a settlement and
have someone besides Jordan speak to the pro
testers before police were called in, but the stu
dents refused.
But at the University of Kentucky, officials
managed to defuse building campus anger about
a racial slight without arrests or confrontation.
On April5, notes from acampus investments
meeting revealed that UK Trustee A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, former commissioner of major league
baseball and a two-time governor of the state, had
argued against divestment in part by noting that
"Zimbabwe's all-nigger now. There aren't any
whites."
When the notes became public, about 40 UK
students marched to the office of President David
Roselle, who, responding to the students' re
quest, met with them and quickly agreed to
demand Chandler apologize.
Chandler, heeding the advice of Roselle and
current Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, did apologize,
though he added he was doing so under pressure.
Racial tensions surfaced at other campuses
last week, too, most notably at Georgia South
western College, where a black student has
charged a white professor with making a racist
remark when she tried to drop his class.
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Po I have to go?
Robyn Bullard
Feature Editor

I'm notsure when ithitme.lt
could have been when registra
tion for next fall came and I got to
sleep in for once. Or maybe it was
the fact that I've received three
letters from the alumni office in
the past month. Whatever the
case, one thing is for sure:
I'm graduating in 16 days
and having a hard time deciding
whether to laugh or cry.
Being of a sentimental na
ture, I couldn' t help recapping the
last four years as I sat there on my
couch last Sunday addressing
graduation announcements.
Though sometimes trying and
not always easy, my years here at
UOP have been above all memo
rable and certainly educational,
both academically and person
ally.
I suppose I was a typical
freshman. My grades left a bit to
be desired, I took Introduction to
Everything and lived in a dorm.
By November, every member of
my family had a UOP sweatshirt
and at Christmas I went home and
taught my old friends how to do a
beer bong. In January I practiced
for weeks for some event called
Band Frolic, though I'd never
heard of it and thought I was
going to a dance.
My sophomore year was a
big one in the maturing depart
ment as I packed my bags and
headed to Switzerland for a se
mester abroad. I felt pretty diplo
matic and saw noneed tocontinue
with college. Upon my return, I
suffered a mental meltdown and a
severe case of culture shock as I
stepped back into the world of
UOP, dorm food and a new room
mate. My body was here, but my
mind had stayed nestled in an
Alpine village somewhere, with
no intention of coming home. But
finally it consented, and I was
myself again. I began working for
some campus newspaper and real
ized I was nearly half finished
with my bachelor's degree. Out of
need for something different, I
changed my major.
As a junior I had the most
normal school year of all. So this
was what college was all about! I
had full loads both semesters,
classes that required pre-requisites and even an editor's position
at that same newspaper. I was a
real, full-fledged student, and
even began to give some thought
to my future - those years after I
would walk across that stage that
seemed light yearsaway.This was
when people - such as family
members ~ began popping that
oh-so-redundant question, "So,
what do you want to be when you
graduate?" I didn'tknow.I didn't
even know how to spell alumni.
Oh yeah. Then I changed my
major back to its original title.
And then, all of a sudden,
here I was. A real-life senior, an

upper-division student, an oldtimer, the Big Cheese. I'd seen it
all from roommate fights to rush
parties, and was finally allowed to
live in a Townhouse. Thank you,
Stan. As a freshman, I can remem
ber getting so annoyed with ev
eryone who claimed to "be so
stressed" and have "so much
studying to do." Why wasn't I
stressed? It must have been their
study habits, I thought. I knew it
couldn't have been my Introduc
tion classes.
But I soon found out what
they'd been trying to prepare me
for all along. This year, I pulled
my first all-nighter, and then
some, wrote more papers than in
my first three years combined and
cried numerous times when Ieven
read my syllabus. Great. So now
my syllabi all have water spots
and I have two weeksleft to be an
innocent undergraduate. Now
what?
The job market is increas
ingly demanding. Needless to
say, grad school :s looking better
and better. Though some think
those who continue with school
are just procrastinating, I like to
think of itas simply furthering my
skills.
It's not the future that really
bothers me when I think about
graduating. As is probably true
for many others, it'« simply the
thought of leaving all of this
behind. Friends, faculty, local
hangouts and yes, even classes
here all havea special place in our
memory banks. At such a small
university, acquaintances come
easier, and friends stay a little
closer.
It seems we've come full
circle, from oblivious 18-year
olds just waiting for a handout in
the dining hall, to people who
type up resumes. Does this mean
we can't wear baggy sweatshirts
and high-tops with our mini
skirts anymore? Probably not,
although it's not standard office
wear. However, priorities will
change and so will addresses, as
graduates filter out into the
workplace and other universities
to expand and utilize what
they've learned here.
But some things will remain
as continuums; UOP students
will probably never become radi
cal, Band Frolic skits will always
include digs at the reigning presi
dent, and the Greeks and "GDIs"
will probably never work things
out. Gasses will remain small,
graduation ceremonies separate,
and UOP's reputation as an edu
cator high. And if everyone keeps
painting the dorm rooms every
year, they'll be too narrow to fit
bunk beds in.
UOP, you will be missed by
all of us. Though some may feel
differently, I wouldn't trade my
years here for any other school.
Besides, you have to know
how to spell alumni to get into
Harvard.

Pharmacy school is no relaxant^-V"£>»
*

Kim Schumacher
Staff Writer

Picture yourself meeting your
friend at the McCaffrey Center to go
play tennis on campus. You walk
across the bridge to the tennis courts
and notice another school all by it
self. The building you see is not just
another setof classrooms; it is UOP's
School of Pharmacy.
Being set apart from the rest of
the campus, pharmacy students are
often overlooked as an integral part
of the University, but they are far
from being a minority. UOP's phar
macy school is one of the most repu
table of itskind, and students must be
serious when choosing this type of a
major.
Pharmacy studentsat UOP have
a choice to receive either a bachelor
of science or a doctor of pharmacy
(Pharm.D.) degree, but most stu
dents choose the Pharm.D. program
which is more extensive than the
bachelor of science program. In or
der to attain either of these degrees,
each student goes through one of the
toughest programs offered at UOP.

b. Lets you tear out pages whenever you feel like it?
c. Requires no extensive reading or studying?

The Exclusive
UOP Checkbook!
from the Bank of Stockton
HOW DO YOU GET IT?
It's easy. Just come in to any Bank
of Stockton Office and ask our New
Accounts Representative to open a
checking account for you. If you
deposit a minimum of $500...your
first 200 checks are FREEI
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After the pre-pharmacy require
ments are fulfilled, the student then
applies for either the Pharm.D. pro
gram or the B.S. program. The
Pharm.D. program takes about three
years to complete. In the first two

years, the pharmacy students mustgo
to school year-round with a onemonth break in December and an
other month in August
In their last year in thePharm .D.
program the students must complete
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a clerkship. This is often consider)
the most important component
^
nan* "f
their education, just as tJie co-op 9
SPt
for the engineering student. Thc .
clerkship totals 36 weeks and is di.
vided into three six week intervals
For example, a student may work f0t
six weeks doing retail pharmacy
\)
work and the next six weeks working
at a hospital pharmacy.
^ ntiy ^id:
|ul
As
for
pharmacy
organizations,
i**"nal
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UOP has professional fraternities 4)
inter113 , <-oring ,c
-Lambda
' Kappa Sigma, Phi
—
^tional hP
Delta Chi ja3 P
csen ts
and Kappa Psi. John Friesen, a phar,,,
or
macy student at UOP, commented >P d
V, inaugur
that a professional fraternity "gives
^ presidenl
you an opportunity to really get to D
nifiiUi
know the pharmacy students on a
ctockt°n C° ?
social and professional basis."
3)^at . first timc •
Finals for the pharmacy students
for tf1® v Garlic FcS"
just ended April 20, and they began ^ flie G' °
school again on April 25 for their last

^>

trimester.

In terms of the amount of training j)F6l
that is needed, and with such a nonninlonia
stop schedule, a pharmacy education
was the rJ 1
can definitely be regarded as one4)
hn smith
among ranks of other medical related l> ^ Flints^11
fields of education.
;; Willi®. Harbin
First-year pharmacy students practice in lab
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AIDS victim, doctor relates self-healing
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Just after testing positive, how
than change their diet...and they do."
"I was fascinated," Carson ^international - l,r"
Carson shares this view of the ever, Carson was introduced to what
added,
"and I almost forgot I was ^Conversation ar
importance of loving oneself, and he terms "Lazarus, a non-physical
ill...my illness was no longer the
has been able to incorporate it, and a entity who channels through some
Not long ago, in 1985, Dr. Glen
Carson, a pathologist at Dameron sense of spirituality, into one theory. one else." According to Carson, most important thing in my life." A\/hatSOCial/educallon'
es on a particul
Hospital in Stockton, tested highly "Surely God could heal us, but he Lazarus is a consciousness who Carsoncanevenrecalltheexactvisu-''
-n(, sign-ups t
H
positive for the HIV antibody. "I had loves us so much that he gives us the chose never to have a physical body, alization technique he used to help anc
a suspicion, yet I didn't want the power to heal ourselves," said Car and instead, has chosen, for the last heal himself. "I would imagine my- •) Jf Coffeehousc
b J?
test...1secretly knew, yet I was telling son. "He wants us to empower our 14 years, to channel, or communi self going inside the cell, down into
Covell Garbage
c
cate, through Jack Persell, an ordi the nucleus, and I would rearrange
myself I didn't, while I got progres selves, to heal us would be to take our
^7 „ shiowreck pari
nary man who is able to move his the virus into a harmless form, I
d)0A
sively sicker," he told members of power away."
own consciousness aside and act as a would unplug and rearrange the
, fvn„
Dr. Nahaas' Sexually Transmitted
Carson said that he had not pre
sort of TV for transmission of the nucleicacidslikeatelephoneopera-i7)^atcanyouc o 1 y
Diseases class on Tuesday. Carson viously been able to subscribe to the
teachings of Lazarus.
tor does wires, and change the dis- but Still want more of un
was experiencing many AIDS symp beliefs of any conventional relig
"I left my heart and my mind ease into something that wouldn't
toms, including Herpes in the mouth ions. "In essence, they all say there is
a) Join the Army
open," Carson said. "I studied for hurt me."
and throat, ulcerations in the mouth something wrong with us," he said.
b) Ask your parents to m
over two years, and it took a lot of
and nasal passages, arthritis, fatigue "Many religions, the Christian reli
Undertaking this kind of treat
c) Hitchhike to Mexico
time...Over that time he [Lazarus] ment, as well as advocating it pub
and depression.
gion anyway, say we are sinful and
d) Study abroad
was always consistent. I talked to him licly on television, involved many
Today, years later and after what must be punished...I don't see God as
personally and he helped me heal risks for Carson. "To be that vi
he considers to be an amazing life a punisher, He goes beyond the
wwwit.awwr ?*.« »<••' • •
1
,, , ,
,
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change, Carson tests negative for the human frailties of punishing us."
myselr, I couldn t have done it other- SEE M B S , page 14
HIV antibody, and all his symptoms
are gone. What is the reason for his
miraculous recovery? Carson be
lieves that he was able to heal himself
through meditation, visualization,
changed eating and exercise pat
terns, positive thinking, and by
learning to love himself.
Carson, not alone in hisprogres
sive views on healing and wellness,
recently appeared on the Oprah
Over 10 percent of the Senior Class have contributed to the Senior Class Qw! at this
Winfrey Show, along with a number
date. Our goal is to have double that number participate in raising $2500 for a sign on
of other self-healing advocates.
Pershing Avenue.
Louise L. Hay, author of You Can
It is not too late for you to be included! Use the handy return envelope y<
eceive
Heal Your Life and organizer of a
self-healing group in Los Angeles,
in the mail and join us, today. You will be given a complimentary UOP Alu '
Icense
stated on the show that she believes
plate holder with a gift of $ 1 9.88 or more.
that "love is the greatest healing
Participation by Schools:
power on earth." She feels that many
Percent
International Studies
people criticize and mistreat them
33
Business & Public Admin.
selves so greatly that they are unable
11
COP
to love themselves. "Love opens the
18
Conservatory
5
space to create healing for yourself,"
Education
21
'!
she said. "You must begin the life
Engineering
7
changing process before you can
Pharmacy
2
heal yourself...many people won't
University College
30
do the work, they would rather die
Patty Fellows

Editor-in-Chief

What kind of book

a. Has never been marked up with highlighter pen?
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THANK YOU,
SENIORS!

Senior Gift '88 Donors:

Al-Jumah, Mohammed
Al-Zahrani, Faisal
Alderman, Laurie
Alexander, Kelly
Allen, Norm
Anderson, Shayn
Archer, Michelle
Bacchetti, Karen
Bauer, Kathryn
Brandse, Jessica
Brown, Patricia
Burdick, Deborah
Chalekia, Holly
Ching, David
Chotivachirapan, Apichat
Cobb, Chris
Cornwall, Wendy
Coss, Tracy
Dacong, Grace
Dempnock, Debbie
Dias, Connie M.
Dickason, Bradford
E'Golf, Mary
Elliott, Diana
Fairchild, Jenilyn
Fong, Arthur
Gabelic, Susan
Galdo, Gwyn
Gaunce, Wisti
Gower, Heather
. Hernandez. Dianne

Herrera, Mercy
Hill, Kris
Igarashi, Rae
James, Laurie
Josephen, Allan
Khalily, Serena
King, Keri
King, Henry
Kjos, Timothy
Krause, Patricia
Lee, Tiffany
Loevy, Robert
Loos, Joan E.
Loos, Mark W.
Low, Lester
Lum, Karl
Linn, Richard
Lyon, Frank
Machuca, Armandina
Massey, Sarah
Mayfield, Dede
McDermott, Paula
McGowan, Michelle
Moreno, Orlando
Mount, Susan
Mountford, H. Scott
Muncy, Todd H.
Nahum, Robert
Olson, Christine
Paredes, Sylvia
-Perez. El^jpe P1

Perlich, Doug
Pruett, Cindy
Ransom, Evelyn
Redwine, Janine
Reese, Sharon
Rhodes, Christy
Rosnow, Heather
Scherr, Bernadette
Sharpe, Julie
Shaw, Elizabeth
Sher, Suzanne
Shiroma, Sharon
Skaff, Michele
Smith, Robin
Stasenko, Laura
Suzaki, Sandra
Taniguchi, Tracy
Terry, Charlene
Traynor, Jill
Treas, Leana
Trinh, Paul
Walker, Tom
Waller, Sarah
Welland, Bryan
Werner, Anna
Whalen, Melissa
Wong, Atonia
Wong, Darlene
Youngclaus, Stacy
Ziegler, George
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u
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Does UOP have culture?

Test your knowledge

vn.. thinV
m
The end of another dull year at UOP? If you
think ^
so, maybe
you
weren t paying attention to the internationally-oriented events that UOP
and the School of International Studies have been a part of. Test your
knowledge now and plan to attend these functions next year!
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1) What is the name of the weekly noon lecture series
featuring international speakers and topics?
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2) Which recently held event includes booths from many
campus international clubs, plus tons of food and fun?
a) International Spring Festival
b) Sorority Presents
c) Quad Olympics
d) the president's inauguration

3) What Stockton community event did SIS participate in this
year for the first time?
a) The Gilroy Garlic Festival
b) Just Say No
c) International Friendship Day
d) February Iguana Feed
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K "-hie the cell, down into

comparative revolutionary leader
ship. Heyl attended Stanford Uni
versity, where he received a bachelor
of arts in history, and then earned a
doctorate in European history at
Washington University.
On April 11-12, Marcus Franda
was a guest of the University. He
received both his masters and doctor
ate degrees in political science at the
University of Chicago. Franda is a
representative of the Asia Founda
tion and an adjunct professor at
Colgate University.
Franda has previously served as
director of the Institute of World
Affairs in Salisbury, Connecticut, as
senior associate for Asia in the Uni
versities Field Staff International,
and as research assoc iate at the Center
for International Studies at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology.
The director of the Keck Center
for International Strategic Studies,
EdwardP. Haley, was the third appli

Stephanie Gandy

International Editor

During its first year, the School
of International Studies has grown
and progressed without a permanent
dean. The year-long search for an
individual to fill this position has
culminated in four applicants being
interviewed on campus. Each appli
cant spent two days here during
April, meeting with a variety of
groups.
The first candidate to be inter
viewed on April 6-7 was John D.
Heyl of Illinois Wesleyan Univer
sity. He is currently an associate
professor of history, director of the
social science division and a co-di
rector of the Illinois Wesleyan Inter
national Studies Program.
Heyl's research interests in
clude twentieth century German
political and economic history,nine
teenth century cultural history and

••

a) John Smith
b) Fred Flintstone
c) William Harbin
d) Cleon Jones
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a) Compu-date International
b) Parents Without Partners
c) International Spring Festival
d) Conversation Partners

6) What social/educational event occurs three times each year
and focuses on a particular country and culture?
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a) the Housing sign-ups campout
b) ISA Coffeehouse
c) Grace Covell Garbage Busters
d) OASIS shipwreck party
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rxkruktng this kind of treatas well as advocating it pubm television, involved many
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search Associates, Inc.
Jannuzi's previous experience
includes directing the Center for
Asian Studies and the National Re
source Center forSouth Asians at the
University of Texasat Austin. He has
also been extensively involved in the
AsiaFoundation, serving as assistant
representative (Republic of India),
program officer (South Asia),and as
assistant representative for New
York City.
Each applicant attended a series
of meetings with campus groups.
Those who had an opportunity to
meet with the candidates were asked
to give input on their impressions.
Roy Whiteker, chair of the SIS
Dean Search Committee, is taking
the comments on the dean candidates
and a recommendation from the
committee toPresident Atchley. It is
hoped that a new dean will be named
before the end of the semester.

a) John Heyl
b) Marcus Franda
c) F. Tomasson Jannuzi
d) Edward Haley

4) Who was the Diplomat in Residence?

<• *uv and I would rearran;t
fkarmless form, I
""P'MI Md rearrange the
i-acidi like a telephone opera7) What can you do if you've attended all of the above events,
' wires, and change the dis-1
but still want more of an international experience?
uto something that wouldn't
a) Join the Army

r,M ,n,° 8

cant to be interviewed on April 1819. In addition to his work with the
Keck Center, Haley is a professor of
political science at Claremont McKenna College and Claremont Gradu
ate School. He hasserved asa special
assistant to Congressman Leo Ryan;
foreign affairs research assistant to
Senator Joseph Tydings, and as a
research assistant at the Washington
Center for Foreign Policy Research.
Haley received his bachelor of
arts degree in history and a master of
arts degree in political science from
Stanford University, and a doctorate
in international relations from John
Hopkins University.
T. F. Tomasson Jannuzi was the
final applicant to visit UOP on April
20-21. Jannuzi, a professor of eco
nomics at the University of Texas at
Austin, earned his Ph.D. in econom
ics at the University of London. In
addition to teaching economics,
Jannuzi is the president of Asia Re

8) Who will be the new SIS dean?

5) WTiat program can match you up with a student who wants
to improve his/her English language ability?
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a) Map on Monday
b) Travel on Tuesday
c) World on Wednesday
d) Tourism Tuesday

Decision on SIS dean imminent

b) Ask your parents to move to Kuwait
c) Hitchhike to Mexico
d) Study abroad
-VT" .rtop-iBl) tcI a'lsn
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Eiron Erickson/the Paciflcan

Food, entertainment and fun were all part of this year's Internationa]
Spring Festival, held last Saturday. The International Spring Festival
features booths from several international clubs and organizations. Pic
tured here are a group of students obviuosly enjoying the refreshments.
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Baseball overpowered by Fresno
Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

The UOP baseball team trav
elled to Fresno this past weekend to
takeon the secondranked team in the
nation, the Fresno State Bulldogs.
The first game was close, but Pacific
lost 4-1. In the second game, Pacific
couldn' t stop Fresno's hitting attack
and ended up losing 18-1.
As it turned out, Friday and
Saturday's games were postponed
due to rain. On Sunday, the sky
cleared, as did the Tigers' hopes of
killing Fresno's 25-game winning
streak. Right-hander Todd Deck (3-

9) worked on the mound for Pacific
the entire game. He came up with
seven strike outs, but was not able to
pick up the win. In the fifth inning,
Fresno's Lance Shebelut hit a tworun homer to ice the victory for the
Bulldogs. Shebelut's homer came as
no surprise because the slugger now
has 24 dingers this season, a PCAA
record. Shebelut's home run count is
second best in the nation.
Pacific scored in the seventh
inning when designated hitter
Robert Flippo knocked in Mark
Troutner. The Tigers threatened
again in the eighth inning when they
had runners at second and third with

TIGER TRACKS
Friday, April 29
Hall of Fame Golf and Dinner
Baseball hosts UC Santa Barbara
Women's Tennis at PCAA Tournament at Hawaii
Men's Tennis at PCAAs at New Mexico State

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Liz Hert

Noon
1 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Sunday, May 1
Baseball hosts UC Santa Barbara
Softball hosts UNLV
Women's Tennis in PCAA Tournament at Hawaii
Men's Tennis PCAA Tourney at New Mexico State

1 p,m.
1 p.m.
All Day
All Dav

Monday, May 2
Golf in PCAA Meet at Fort Ord, CA

All Day

Tuesday, May 3
Baseball at Stanford
Golf in PCAA Meet at Fort Ord, CA

Thursday, May 5
Softball hosts Fresno State

5 p.m.

Friday, May 6
Baseball at UC Irvine
Softball hosts UC Irvine

7 p.m.
5 p.m.

Saturday, May 7
Baseball at UC Irvine

7 p.m.

Sunday, May 8
Baseball at UC Irvine

Last weekend, the UOP Golf
team participated in the Sun DevilThunderbird
tournament in
Scottsdale, Arizona. The team fin
ished thirteenth in the 16-team field.
Leading the Tigers were Mitch Lowe
and Jerry Mullen, who shot 149, a
score good enough for a tie for
twenty-second place. Aaron Bengochea shot a 157 which put him in
fourty-first place in the tournament.
John Hearn shotal58andScott01ds
finished with 162.

1 p.m.

Senior Staff Writer

The Lady Tigers had a fairly
successful week, winning five out of
six games, which evens their PCAA
record to a respectable 14-14, and
over all to 33-23.
Last Wednesday they played the
rained out game against Hawaii and
they swept a doubleheader. Suzie
Bradach pitched an almost perfect
first game allowing just one hit to
spoil the masterpiece.
The second game went into ex
tra innings but the Tigers prevailed
in the 15th, scoring the winning and
only run of the game. It turned to be

Staff Writer

UOP's Athletic Department celebrates the biggest athletic event of
the spring with two full days of activities this weekend, including the
Seventh Annual hall of FameGolf Outing and Induction Banquet and the
annual Pacific Spring Alumni Football Game.
The annual Hallof Fame activities kick off Friday morning, April 29
with the golf outing at the Elkhom Country Club, followed by the
Induction Banquet at 6:30 p.m. at the Stockton Hilton. Friday also
features the first day of the Third Annual Pacific Spring Football Clinic.
The weekend activities continue Saturday, April 30 with the Spring
Alumni Football Game at Noon in Pacific Memorial Stadium,pitting the
1988 Tigers against Tiger players from the past.
The focus of the weekend is the Hall of Fame Banquet, featuring the
induction of seven former Pacific athletes in the Pacific Athletic Hall of
Fame. This year's seven honorees join the 88 existing members in theHall
of Fame, formerly the Pacific Football Hall of Fame.
—This year's class of seven inductees is the smallest group of inductees
since the Hall of Fame began in 1982. The largest class was the charter
group of 22 members in 1982.
--Thebanquet begins at 6:30 p.m. at the Stockton Hilton with a social
hour, followed by dinner and a special slide show honoring the 1981
inductees and all members of the Hall of Fame.
Reservations are still available for the golf outing and banquet, and
can be made by calling the Pacific Athletic Department at 946-2472.
Tickets for the Spring Game are $2 general admission and are available
at the gate.

Spring Football Game Notes
-- This year's Spring Game culminates an extremely successful 20practice spring drills for the Tigers. The game will feature the introduction
of the one-back offense into Pacific's existing wishbone attack.
- Pacific came into drills hoping toimprove their passing attack dramati
cally, and appears to have taken giant strides in that direction. Pacific
passed for only 594 yards last fall, completing only 47 of 133 attempts in
11 games with 54 yards per game average. In both spring scrimmages to
date, Pacific's passing hasbeen dramatically improved. Both of last year's
regulars, sophomore Ron Beverlyand senior Jason Frost, were impressive
in scrimmage situations.
-- The varsity won last year's Spring Game 14-7.

Sports Editor

Noteworthy highlights on the
UOP men's tennis team are the indi
viduals who have had outstanding
performances this season. However,
last Monday, April 25 was not in
dicative of the true power which
Tiger netters have proven they pos
sess. UOP lost to the highly ranked
San Jose State Spartans 8-1.
In the match against the Spar
tans, UOP earned its only victory
through the efforts of freshman Mike
Sandoz.and seniorCaesarLadion. In
doubles competition this dynamic
duo defeated the Spartans 6-4, 6-2.
Coach Dick Ricks is very optimistic
concerning the return of Sandoz
because, "he is presently the best on
the team." According to Ricks,
"Sandoz is a sharp player who will
enhance the effectiveness of the team
next season." Sandoz was the Ore
The Sun Devil-Thunderbird gon State High School doubles
tournament was the seventh spring champion.
Ladion is a graduate of Stagg
tournament for the golf team. UOP's
best finish this season wasthird place High and was the No. 1 singles player
in the March 6-7 Rancho Murieta at Delta College before attending
tournament. The Tigers also had a UOP. Ricks is also looking forward
good showing at the Bill B ell Memo to the return of Ladion because to
rial Golf Classic back in January, gether Ladion and Sandoz have won
nine of their last ten matches while
where they finished seventh.
The PCAA Championships are competing in doubles. Ladion has
coming up for the Tigers. They will also consistently remained in the top
compete in the league tounament on five players on the team.
The No. 1 player, Kenny James,
May 2-3 in Fort Ord, California. The
NCAA Championships are May 25- has not competed recently due to
illness. No.2 on theteam isFernando
28 in Westlake Village, California.
Alvear, a sophomore from Idaho.

acostly win as the Tigers lost services
of Sue Cardinale. She hurt her shoul
der in that game and might be out for
the rest of the season.
Following the Hawaii series,
they hit the road for six games.
The first two against San Diego
State were rained out.
The Tigers then travelled to
UNLV and took two from them, 4-1
and 8-6.Bradach won the first game.
The second game went into extra
innings but Shandra Konshak hung
on to beat the Rebels. Lisa DeBenedetti had a good series collect
ing five hits in the two games and
three RBI's including the game
winner in game one. Pacific ended

Tennis seeks title
.Derrick Kau

Major athletic events this weekend

Brian S. Thompson

Alvear has been very strong
doubles play and is expected to
much more triumphant next ye*
Alvear is a scholar athlete who
originally from Mexico. Ricks
pleased with Alvear's performaiu,
and is channelling future recruitmt;
at local, national, and most recen
foreign talents.
Only high calibre students wi
be considered for scholarship,
cause Ricks stressed that he is dete,
mined to produce a team which wi^
in the classroom and on the conn
"Their GPAs will be very import^
during our next recruitment becaus
our players must perform exception
ally well academically and the:
improve their game," said Ricks,
The players with the best singlej
records this season are Sandoz
junior Terrance Chambers. Pres.
ently, Chambers has attained at
impressive 16-6 mark in singlet
play, and Sandoz has been equall
wrry"""^
dangerous at 16-8.
D<rJon
In April UOP has had sevej
losses and four victories. The bright
side of events thus far include the
Tigers defeating Portland on April;
by 5-4. On April 8 San Francisco
State fell to the Tigers 7-2. The Uni
versity of San Francisco was
trounced by the Tigers 5-4. Univer
sity of Idahofell to UOP 9-0 on April
16, and with losses excluded, the
Tigers have been powerful enougt
this season to be teamed with the be
intercollegiate tennis players in the
country.

Softball aims for spot in PCAA Tourney
J.K. Tokyo

2:30 p.m.
All Day

would get on the scoreboard.
The Bulldogs came through
with five runs in the fourth inning.
UOP pitcher Jay Ramey wasrelieved
by Steve Pirolli, and by game's end,
four UOP pitchers had seen action.
In the fifth inning, Fresno's
batters uncorked four home runs and
tallied 10 runs. On the game, Fresno
had 18 hits and UOP had seven.
Beau Hill and Gross each had
two hits for Pacific, which dropped
to 17-25 overall and 7-7 in the
PCAA. Meanwhile, Fresno picked
up its forty-sixth win of the season,
running its record to 44-6 and 14-0.
UOP will be at home this Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday against the
University of S an ta Barbara. On May
3 the team travels to Stanford.

Golf ties in tournament;
PCAA tourney next
Senior Staff Writer

Saturday, April 30
Football Spring Game
Baseball hosts UC Santa Barbara
Women's Tennis in PCAA Tournament at Hawaii
Men's Tennis in PCAAs at New Mexico State

no outs. However, Fresno pitcher
John Salles forced the next three
batters to make outs. Salles pitched a
complete game to pick up his twelfth
win of the season. Even though Sal
les struck out 10 Pacific batters, the
Tigers managed to get 12 hits, two
more than Fresno State had. Willie
Tatum, Deryk Gross, Jeff Jones, and
Troutner each had two hits for Pa
cific. All of UOP's hits were singles,
except for Troutner's seventh inning
blast which hit the fence in left field.
Troutner ended up on second base,
just shy of a home run.
On Monday, Pacific was unable
to stop the bats of Fresno State. UOP
grabbed a 1-0 lead in the third inning
when Gross came around to score,
but that was the only time Pacific

Outstanding tennis
keeps team's pace

Last week, the team of Kristi
Kern and Leslie Powell helped UOP
capture its second consecutive team
title at the Ojai Intercollegiate tour
nament. They did it with Kern reach
ing the single finals, Powell making
it to the quarterfinals, and Kern and
Powell combining to achieve the
doubles finals.
Coach Gordon Graham ex
pressed his appreciation for thegirls'
efforts by saying it gave them the
confidence and momentum going
into the PCAA tournament. He
added that it was great achievement
to win the team tide at this prestig
ious event two years running.
Graham assessed the chances of
the Tigers winning the PCAA tour
nament by saying it will be a four
team race with San Diego S tate being
the favorite because they are higher
ranked and are the two time defend
ing champs of the tournament. Santa
Barbara, UC Irvine, and UOP are the
other three contenders for the tide.
He believes the Tigers have a good
opportunity to win because they
have been playingextremely wellthe
past few weeks.
UOP will go into the tourna
ment with an overall record of 17-8.
They have performed better indi
vidually then all of the teams
coached by Graham with most of the
players achieving the20 win mark or
close to it. Kem, a senior, has a record
of 19-18 at first singles. Powell, a
sophomore, is at the 23-14 mark.
They are 27-13 in doubles. Lisa
Matsushima, a freshman, perform
ing mosdy at third singles, is 20-7.
Julie Fairchild, a senior, posts a 21-

10. Tiffany Lee, also a senior, stands
atarecord of 18-13.They are 19-11
as a doubles team. Julie DeArmond,
a sophomore, is 13-3 with a 12 con
secutive win streak -- a possible rec
ord for most consecutive wins in a
row. Matsushima and Debbie Rule
are 17-10 in doubles.
UOP was supposed to finish
their season against UC Davis and
No. 24 USIU. Unfortunately, UC
Davis was unable to play the Tigers
due to all the rainouts in their confer
ence schedule that they needed to
make up. USIU, on the other hand,
decided to avoid the Tigers down in
San Diego and in Stockton. There
were a few reasons for them not play
ing UOP. First, it would be a little
more expensive to come to Stockton
from Stanford. Another possible
reason was the fact that Kern and
Powell beat members of the USIU
team after the San Diego trip in the
Ojai Tournament. Finally, the fact
they have everything to lose and
UOP has everything to gain may
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the road trip in Pomona. The Tigers
won the first game2-0. Bradach went
all the way for her 20th win, 12 of
which are shutouts (she is the first
Tiger pitcher since 1984 to win 20
games).
In the fourth, DeBenedetti
singled. Prim Walters sacrificed her
over to second and Shellie McCrary
doubled her home. The Tigers scored
an insurance run in the seventh,
McCrary doubled and found her way
home. McCrary had a good game
going three for three and two
doubles.
In the second game the Tigers
were held to just three hits, two by
DeBenedetti. Pomona scored both in

the first and third innings, but Pad
answered back on the fourth. Mi
Harper got on and eventually scoi
Pomona knocked in one more in thi
fifth to seal the fate for the Tigi
That loss broke a seven game
ning streak.
The Tigers play their last
games at home starting on Sum
against UNLV, Thursday agaii
Fresno State, and Friday against Si
Jose State for the season finale
The Tigers still have an outsii
chance to make it to the Westei
regional of the NCAA playoff,
these last six games are crucial.

INTRAMURALS
Soccer: The soccer season ended last Sunday with some very exciting
games. The addition of the goals seemed to help the program this year and
the teams were very responsive to the improvement
The champions were: Men's - Kuwait; Co-Rec - Carter
Congratulations to the champions and to all of the participants.
Softball: Due to the rain and rapidly approaching end of the 87-88 school
year, the playoffs began Tuesday. Teams appear to be evenly matched, so
the games should be very exciting. Men's A and B championships were
yesterday, and the Co-Rec Championships will be posted in the Main
Gym next week.

rihiGq,

Shick Superhoops
Shick Superhoops is a 3-3 intramural basketball tournament that is I
held nationally every year. Pacific sent a team to the regional tournament I
in Berkeley. A total of 17 schools participated and out of 31 teams, UOP
finished eighth. The team consisted of Mike Stormes, Rick Ewert, Eric
Spitzer and Jamie Subishski. Congratulations Guys!

Intramural Supervisors needed for 88-89 school year
Responsibilities include scheduling of gmes officials, promotions,
supervision of intramural events and working office hours. Small
stipends available. If you are interested, pick up an application at the
Intramural Office in the Main Gym. Deadline for applications is
Friday, April 29.

RALEIGH BICYCLE
of STOCKTON
CORNER OF MARCH AND PERSHING
VENETIAN SQUARE SHOPPWG CENTER
051-9820
MON.-FRI. 10-7 • SAT. 9 6• SUN. 11-5

RALEIGH

CAPRI
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SALE
149

SAVE'50

The affordable sports performance bicycle
Available in Mens and Ladles frames. OUR
LOWEST PRICE EVER.

Sunday
.00 a.m.

11

Dr. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

BELL HELMETS
Bell Bravo SA VE '20

434"

Nylon Lycra SHORTS

*14"

ick Fix

We'll repair your Mcycle within 24 hoursor the service Is heel We repair e*me*e»
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Russell A. Keys
Sports Editor

Another school year has breezed by, and as we come to the end of the
1987-88 school year, I can't help but reflect on the year in athletics here
at Pacific. Bittersweet is probably the best way to describe the year as a
whole, as we shared in the sorrows of our teams through some tough
losses, and celebrated with them during meaningful moments of triumph.
The football team opened the season with one of their toughest
preseasons in years, playing three Pac Ten teams in four games. Though
the team lost the three games against the Pac Ten, their record was not
indicative of the way that they matured; hence, they entered PCAA play
ready to play competitively, and with one game to go in the season, were
vying for second place in the PCAA standings and their best PCAA finish
ever. When it was all said and done however, the Tigers wound up with
a 4-7 overall record and a 3-4 fourth place finish in the PCAA. The most
memorable moment of the season came on Homecoming Day when the
Tigers stunned a heavily favored Fresno State team and their redwavemob
with an exciting 23-22 victory. Two weeks later, the team got their first
road win of the season at the expense of Cal State Fullerton. These BIG
wins were more than enough to absorb the disappointments of the season.
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UOP's Jon Barry was selected to the All-PCAA freshmen team
scores another run for the UOP softball

The 1987 volleyball team picked up where they left off at the end of
their 1986 championship year, and appeared to be enroute to their third
consecutive National Championship. However two key losses to Hawaii
at mid season, the devastating loss at the western reg'.onals to Hawaii, as
well as the bad news that Ail-American middle blocker, Elaina Oden
would have to redshirt the 1987 season with an injured knee, kept them
from reaching their goal. A bright spot of the season wasredshirt freshman
Cathcy Scotlan, who supriscd a lot of people by stepping in among AllAmericans Teri McGrath, Liz Hert, and Mary Miller to fill the void left
by Oden's absence. Scotlan's powerful play earned her PCAA freshman
volleyball player of the year. Pacific also managed to win its fourth
consecutive Wendy's Classic title by destroying Hawaii in the exciting
championship match.
The men's basketball team struggled through the 1987-88 season but
somehow managed to maintain composure, class, and a competitive
attitude throughout the whole ordeal. The recent hiring of Head Coach
Bob Thomason brightens prospects for next year.
The women's basketball team proved to the teams of the PCAA that
they are a team of the future. Several talented players, including Julie
Szukalski, who was among those athletes receiving PCAA player of the
week honors, will return. Just one player, Gretchen Meinhardt, graduates.

first und third innings,butPacif
iwcrcd back on the fourth.
l>cr got on and eventually sad
nona knocked in one moreinili
h to seal the fate for the Tigai
it loss broke a seven game wit

Other Tiger athletic teams such as field hockey, water polo and
swimming, while not achieving great success, performed competitively
against opponents.

&

The Tiger baseball, softball, golf and tennis teams arc currently in
their final games of the season and all are in positions to finish strong. The
new and improved football team is currently practicing for thfe fall and
looks Ao tackle the alumni on Saturday.
->

The Tigers play their lastlld
nes at home starting on Suadt^
nnst UNLV, Thursday agam
a no State, and Friday against Stl
e State for the season finale.

UOP fans mesmerized by the big victory on Homecoming.

The Tigers still have an outsid
»ce to make it to the Westeij
onal of the NCAA playoff, s

e last six games are crucial.
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Several people deserve thanks for helping us to put these pages
together throughout the year: Mike Hartung, Jeff Minahan, and the staff
of the Sports Information Office, who put up with our constant questions;
Athletic Department personnel, athletic team coaches, and especially all
of the student-athletes who put their bodies on the line each school year
in order to provide us with material to write about each week. Extra special
thanks goes out to all of our sports writers and production crew who, on
too many occasions, put up with our last minute sports stories.

UOP's Angus; ^jjtlean returns a
shot.
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We hope that you have enjoyed reading the sports pages this year.
When we began the year, one of our goals was to make the sports pages
a regularly read section of the paper by presenting the campus community
with a wide variety of sports and sports related stories occurring on the
UOP campus. While page restrictions, and the fact that we are students first
and sp orts editors second, limited our capacity to report on certain sports
at certain times, we feel that, for the most part, we have been successful.
W '
rived positive comments on stories and regularities such as
calendar/sportsbriefb
'
""Hed and made
>ur feature stories on si
nes, and
layout uosigns which were easier to follow, ihese aspects ol the sports
pages will continue to be brought to you each week.

Tony Lonzinski, Jim Yanko and Steve Pirolli of the Tiger baseball team
pose for the camera.

^nttW1

Overall, it has been a successful year at the Pacifican and the future
looks bright for Pacific sports. Regretfully, yet happily, Brian and I leave
you as graduation rapidly approaches, but we have left the Pacifican
sports desk in capable hands for next year. Tom Gregory, a freshman
senior staff writer who has covered volleyball, basketball and some
baseball this year, takes over as the sports editor for the 1988-89 school
year. He is joined by freshman Mike Schneider who takes over as assistant
sports editor. Please feel free to present them with suggestions for a
successful sports section next year.
With that, I leave you. Thanks once again for reading the Pacifican
sports Section and GO TIGERS in 88-89!
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Tommy Tiger weighs his options,

Miller (4) spikes the ball in a volleyball match versus Cal
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message, on a metaphysical level,
telling people to look at other way s to
love each other, ways besides the
physical act of sex. "Relationships
need to be based on other types of
love besides sex,"Carson said."One
based
only
on
sex
is
incomplete...people say T don't
know how to love myself, or you' so
they rely on the sexual stuff to solve
the problem."
Although there were skeptics in
the audience during the Oprah Win
frey Show, Carson recalls that they
did not attack the guests for their
beliefs. He does remember getting
together with the other guests for
dinner thenight before the show, and
though most had never met each

able." This system, Carson describes
as being basedin logic. "B ut there are
many other belief systems," he
(continued from page 10)
added. "If you step out of that system
was very difficult for me," Carson into another, many things are
possible...I can see the body not as a
admitted. "First I had to admit on
machine, but as the emotional beingnational television that I was gay,
ness of me."
and then that medicine, as I learned it,
Though Carson believes he was
doesn't have all the answers."
"retarded enough in [his] awareness"
Carson stated how difficult it is that he needed something as threat
for those trained in science to see the
ening as a terminal illness to get him
possibilities of healing through to turn his life around, "I don't think
metaphysical techniques. "In medi everyone else needs that," he said."I
cine there is no room for this kind of
wouldn' t advocate getting a terminal
thing," he said. 'That belief system
illness to change your life."
sees the body as a machine and that,
Carson also feels that the recent
just as with a cotton gin, if a cog
spread of AIDS, as well as other
breaks, it may or may not be repair- sexually transmitted diseases, is a

AIDS

KENNEDY

trance-like diary writing, which is now on display at the
State Archives in Sacramento. "RFK must die" is
another excerpt. The recently released LAPD files also
say Sirhan talked about a book on the Boston Strangler
during a jail interview three hours after the shooting,
according to the April 23 Sacramento Bee article.
Bryan died March 29,1978. Shortlyafterward two
women told me they knew him and feared for their lives.
He had told them not only of hypnotizing DiSalvo, but

(continued from page 1)
Dr. Edward Simson-Kallas, chief of San Quentin
Prison's psychological testing program when Sirhan
arrived there in 1969, became convinced that RFK's
convicted assassin was the robot of another. Christian
Turner quoted Simson-Kallas as telling them Sirhan
"was easily influenced, had no real roots and was
looking for a cause. The Arab-Israeli conflict could
easily have been used to motivate him ... He was
hypnotized by someone." Simson-Kallas resigned his
post after authorities ordered him to curtail his visits to
Sirhan, who at one point said "I had to be in a trance
when I shot Kennedy, as I don't remember having shot
him. I had to be hypnotized! Christ!"
As for identifying the programmer, Christian al
ready was suspicious of Dr. William Joseph Bryan, Jr.
when I discovered more information just prior to the
book's publication. Bryan gained fame through Albert
Di Salvo, the notorious Boston Strangler. "That case
had been cracked by the use of hypnotism," ChristianTurner reveal, "and the hypnotist was Dr. William
Joseph Bryan, Jr."
Sirhan scrawled "Di Di Salvo Die S Salvo" in his

GREEK
(continued from page 2)

for Delta Blood Sank, packaging
drugs to provide medication for
medical teams traveling to Mexico,
and publishing an Emergency Tele
phone Number Directory for the
campus community.
The final awards of the night
were given for Greek Man and Greek
Woman of the Year. These two
awards were based upon an
indWdual's performance through
out his or her college career, includ
ing excellence in the areas of aca
demic studies, leadership, commu
nity and University service, and

also Sirhan ~ and he had bragged about working for the
CIA, they said.
One Bryan credential is certain. He was technical
advisor for The ManchurianCandidate, a startling film
depicting a programmed assassin. It was withdrawn
from circulation in 1972 by Frank Sinatra, whostarred
in it. Sinatra reportedly feared it could lead to an actual
catastrophic event, but he granted its re-release earlier
this year.
Christian-Turner quoted Bryan as saying during a
1972 interview that he was "Chief of all medical sur
vival training for the United States Air Force" during
the Korean War, "which meant the brainwashing sec
tion."
The Christian-Turner book was embargoed by its
own publisher approximately one year after its release.

promotion of the Greek system. Each
greek chapter was responsible for
nominating one candidate for these
awards. The nominees for Greek
Woman of the Year were, Laurie
Alderman from Kappa Alpha Theta,
Sherri Cipich from Alpha Chi
Omega, Laura Gooler from Delta
Delta Delta, and Dana Hazard, from
Delta Gamma. Hazard, a senior
communication major with a 3.06
GPA, received the Greek Woman of
the Year award. Her activities in
cluded, Rush Chairman and Social
Chairman for Delta Gamma, Omega
Phi Alpha Dreamgirl, UOP Student
Advisor, President and Vice-Presi
dent of the Public Relations Student
Society of America, and Homecom-

ing Queen for 1987.
The candidates for Greek Man
of the Year were Norman Allen from
Phi Delta Theta, Todd Green from
Omega Phi Alpha, Jerry Hunt from
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Chad Kearns
from Phi Delta Chi, and Toriy Perino
from Archania. The Greek Man of
the Year honor was awarded to Nor
man Allen, a senior political science
and communication major with a
GPA of 3.57. Allen is a founding
member of Phi Delta Theta, has been
Rush Chairman, and will be em
ployed on a full time basis by the
fraternity as a consultant to the Inter
national Headquarters of Phi Delta
Theta.

other before, "we meditated to
gether," Carson said. "We decided
we wanted to give the world a mes
sage of hope...and the audience felt
that love, and found there wasn't
room for adversity...they knew we
weren't there to force it on anyone."
"Health is a way of living your
life," Carson concluded. "For me,
what happened to me is true, and I
believe it. That is what made it pos
sible for me to be on the show."

the Pacifican staff would
like to thank all of our faith
ful readers for their sup
port.
This will be our last issue
of the 1987-88 school year.

Personal
This will be the last issue of the
Pacifican due to the fact that
the editors would like to attend
their classes for once.
1985 BMW 524td, 6 speed. In
excellent condition. Call (209)
473-1371.
Lonely? Need a Date? Write
Datetime, 1319 Jenkins Avenue,
Suite C, Norman, Oklahoma
73072
Alcoholics Anonymous Open
meetings on Thursdays from
6:30 to 8 p.m. McCaffrey
Center Conference Room.
Mom & Dad Bullard,
Thanks for being my
number one readers and set of
parents. I can't believe I'm
almost out of here, but I bet
your bank account will be glad
to hear it!
Love you both, Robyn
To the guy and gals of the
production crew:
Thanks very much for your
hard work this year and I'm
gonna miss you very much.
Love, Andi

DaveLove your car. Will you
take me for a ride? Better yet,
can I have it?
Love, Christy
Andi, Robyn, Jim, Christy,
Matt & MattOur P'can times haven't all
been great, but you guys are. I
can't believe it's all over.
Thanks for the laughs - let's
avoid the tears. Here's to some
great memories!
Price Buddies,
Thanks for partying. I'll
miss you all!
Love, The Ditz

4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UP TO $10.00
PER HOUR

Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!

Hours:
4:30pm-1am Mori-Thurs
11am-2am Fri & Sat
11am-1am Sunday
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• 30 Minutes or $3 Off!
16-oz. Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6-Pack of Coke®
only $3.60

-i r

Any 12" 2-item pizza from
Domino's Pizza for just $7.00!
Additional items $1.05 each.
Sales tax included. One coupon
per pizza. Not valid with any other
|
offer. Valid at this location only. |
Expires in two weeks.

OFF!

J

Fast, Free Delivery'"
4343 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
Phone: 952-3030

J
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Anne,
Pretend it's Monday Happy Birthday!! I wish things
could have turned out better
between us. Again, here's
wishing you the happiest of
birthdays!!
Love, Jose

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.

S
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Any 2-item or more pizza
from Domino's Pizza.
j
One coupon per pizza.
Not valid with any other oi rer. I
Valid at this location only.
Expires in two weeks.
Fast, Free Delivery™
4343 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
Phone:952-3030
C 1988 Domino s pizza. Inc.
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Thanks for all your hard work and dedication
-- we will miss you all!
Good luck out there - come back and
visit sometime!

classifiedclassifiedclasssifiedclassifiedclassifiedclassifiedclassifiedclassifiedclas$\

David, Robyn, Matt, Lars,
Andi, Christy, Patty, and the
rest of the P'can staff,
I will miss you all. And
L.A. Law.
And that's my perspective.
Matt

Call Us! 952-3030

*

Christy Barnes
Robyn Bullard
Patty Fellows
Russell Keys
Tricia Krause
Lars Larson
Andi Middlesworth
Evelyn Ransom
Jim Smith

- the rest of us j

Mom & Dad,
Finally, here's something
I've "written" in the paper!
Thank you for the last four
years.
Evelyn

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

I To the graduating seniors of the Pacifican:

Little sis JulieCongratulations you are
now a new active!!
Love Big sis, Shannon
MCS- Can you believe we're
finally graduating? Off to new
and exciting things! Remember
though, wherever we go or
whatever we do, you'll always
hold a special place in my heart
you are truly my best friend.
LOVE, HJ

ChrisHang in there - you know
you can make it. Always have,
always will!
Love, yourself

TERM PAPER DUE? ProTo-1
Type Can Come Through.
Contact Ellen 339-9152.
Professional Word Processing
Services. $2.00 per page.

Dave Breck:
Congrats BRO, I knew
you'd make it.
Love, Your Big Sis Jaci

Thank You Mom and Dad for 1
your love and support. I
appreciate everything you have 1
done for me. Love, Elaine

Rachel P.
Congratulations New Delta
3 active.
Love ya, Soo

Brian Best
This one's for you Bri! I
promise not to crank call you if 1
you promise not to crank call
me. Maybe a postcard from
Europe? Please?
From the itch you can't
seem to scratch

Congratulations New Phi Delta
Theta initiates! Welcome back
from Southern California! From
#5
Tri Delta loves its pansies!
We'll miss you, but we'll never
forget you! Delta lovealways,
your actives
Kristi and Kristen
Good luck with your last
real semester. We made it all
year with one fridge shelf and
leaky sinks!
Your roomie
Monica
Sing and pantomime the
Rodeo song proudly.
The expert
Ladies of Tri Delta
Thank you for making Sun
day so special. I'll miss you all
and feel old when you keep
standing. Sit down!
Love, Gina
Little Pepper- please don't lose
that LMTLF!
CJ- Once again, you make me
proud to be your sister! Every
time I read that poem, I'll
remember what I've learned,
from you. -Stephanie
Congrats to my favorite new
activesGaylynne, Susie, Jennifer Ruiz,
Rachel and Karen Jaoquin! You
guys are the best!
Much Delta Love, Stephanie
G'lin- Congrats to the best little
sis in the universe!
Delta Love, Banana
Andi -1 know you think
nobody notices, but the
Pacifican staff thanks you for a
great job. No one could ever
replace you.
JLSGraduation is just around
the corner, can you believe it?
You are going to have a
wonderful time in Europe and at
your convention. Say hello to
London for me. I'll miss you!
LOVE, HJ
To My DDD Sisters,
You have made my life so
special this year, and I will miss
you all. Enjoy the summer and
don't forget me!
LOVE, HJ
Male Roommate wanted to
share 2 bed/2 bath house 2
miles from campus w/1 male 2
females. Must be non-smoker
moderate studier. Starting
summer or fall 150+utilities
943-0963

Wendy (Moosette)
Congrats on becoming a Tri 1
Delta new active. You're awe
some!
Love your Big Sis, Gina
Jackimarie
Hey Pansy Baby. Thought
we'd never make it. 2.0 and go.
In the bonds!
Love, Ginamarie
Heather and Suzie,
Hey "ME sisters", I'm
going to miss you two. HP, take 1
care of my beer man. When are
we going to celebrate?
Senior Sis, Gina
To all the P'can editors:
Thank you so very much
for putting up with me all the
time. We have done a wonder
ful job and I hope it continues
in years to come. It is going to
be very hard for me to leave
after being here for 3 and 1/2
years.
Love, Andi
KWG -1230 AM
Thanks so much for
playing our songs! It made our
night better.
Matt, Andi, Matt, Christy,
Evelyn, Robyn, Sienna, and
Tricia
Tilted,
You penny lover -1 miss
my rib - The purpose of this
exercise is to come as close as
possible without touching - Do
you have my spoon? Don't get
hit by flying tortillas.
K. Law
Roommates wanted for Fall
1988 Call 944-7973.

For Sale
DOUG'S BIKE REPAIR.
Faster and cheaper than any
local bike shop. Conveniently
located on campus at South/
West 171 or call 944-7945.
Brother Compactronic
Typewriter for sale, has
memory, lift off correction, and
Daisy Wheel type. Less than
one year old. $125. or best
offer. Call 944-7701.
BMW 2002si, 4-speed, AC
enkei wheels, excellent condi
tion, $4,300. Call 1-368-4011.
FOR SALE:
1 set 1984 GTIRims.. $450
Phone: 946-2042 Ask for:
Tracy Mc Laughlin
1987 Elite 80 Honda Scooter
Excellent condition. $1100 or
best offer. Call Jenny at 9447853.
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Panasonic

DO YOU NEED
COMPUTER
FURNITURE?

blank video cassettes
only

$3.99!
(discounts will apply)
4/28/88-5/5/88

NV-T120pSD

Premium Standard
Video Cassette

Accessories
40% off
Manufacturer's List Price
Limited to stock on hand.
See Mr. Snyder or Mr. Loosbrock for
more information.

Panasonic
TYPEWRITER

Announcing the annual

l

MICROSOFT SHOW
May 4, 1988
Featuring:

OLYMPIA

UOP U.C Theatre

$210.00

MAC WORD at 12:30
PC EXCEL at 1:45

Compact S

One free copy of software
given at each session.

FREE ADMISSION
Our Microsoft Rep. will be giving informal
demonstrations in the U.C. Computer Store.
9:00-12:00 and 3:00-5:00

DON'T MISS IT!

xp
.

1.

• .

$379.00

$15 9.00

Panasonic

•

R2000

$199.00

See Mr. Loosbrock in the
bookstore for special

Open every
Saturday 12-4!
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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